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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In the near future the exploration of not only the
moon but also the various planets In our solar system may
become a reality. Unmanned spacecraft will be used to
Investigate the atmosphere and environment surrounding the
planets, and In order to obtain accurate information
concerning them the actual return of these vehicles to
earth may be required, `,te recovery of planetary probes
will involve re-entry into the earth's atmosphere at high
super-'orbital velocities, possibly approaching fifteen
kilometers per second. At such high re-entry velocities,
the equilibrium temperature in the bow shook region can
reach twenty thousand degrees Kelvin; and the heat transfer
to the vehicle and the flow field around it will be domin-
ated by thermal radiation. The probability also exists
that in part of the flow around the vehicle chemical non-
equilibrium and two-temperature effects will be signifi-
cant, A's consequence several investigations have been
carried out at The Ohio State University l9293
 with the
.purpose of gaining a better understanding of the various
radiative and nonequilibrium phenomena present In
454^pz wommm
T^U. 4.1_
high-temperature gas flows.
For the study of high-temperature gases, the flow
behind a planar shock wave which has reflected from an
Isothermal wall is attractive. The main advantage of the
reflected shock problem is that its one-dimensionality
makes the integro-differential nature of the governing
energy equation, which includes radiative emission and
absorption, more amenable to solution. Furthermore, this
problem can be studied experimentally in a shock tube;4
and the conditions generated behind a reflected shock wave
simulate those encountered at the stagnation point of a
space vehicle re-entering at super-orbital velocity.
As a consequence of these desirable features,
Andersod in 1965 investigated the radiating reflected
shock flow field and obtained numerical calculations using
a two-step absorption coefficient model to represent the
non-gray characteristics of air. Later, however, the
spectral properties of radiating high-temperature Yzir and
nitrogen were more accurately represented by an absorption
coefficient model using five wavelength regions. 5 Conse-
quently Anderson's numerical scheme was modified and
expanded to include such a radiation model. The resulting
'	 computer program allowed the calculation of the flow field
between a reflected shock wave and the shock tube end-wall
# ,	 as a function of time, inoluding the effeote of radiative
2
I , -I Al
,E
I
3
transport, and the prediction of the end-wall radiative
heat transfer and intensity in each wavelength region. In
this program the reflected shock wave velocity was also
considered to be a variable since from a physical view-
point it would be expected to decrease with time due to
radiative cooling. Furthermore, if desired, results
could be obtained for either a five-step transparent gas
radiation '
 model or an equivalent gray gas model.
All of the numerical solutions obtained with this
extended program were limited in that they assumed
complete chemical and thermodynamic equilibrium. In
addition, since the program numerically solved the
reflected shock problem by means of a finite difference
approach based upon a coarse physical coordinate system,
It was incapable of computing accurate temperature
derivatives at the wall; and thus it yielded only approx-
imate values for the conductive heat transfer.
Some typical results obtained with this five-step
equilibrium reflected shook wave program are shown in
Figures 1 and 2, In Figure 1 the temperature is plotted
as a function of distance from the shock tube end -wall
for various times after reflection. The sharp decrease
in temperature immediately behind the reflected shock
front is indicative of the marked effects of radiative
cooling. Figure 2 oompare• experimentally obtained shook
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tube end-wall ,radiative heat transfer measurements with the
non-gray gas equilibrium ealoulationse In general, the
agreement is reasonable*
Even though equilibrium calculations have yielded
acceptable results for these relatively high pressure
conditions, it has been shown  that at the low pressures
corresponding to conditions of interest in atmospheric
entry there are portions of the reflected shook flow field
In which chemical nonequilibrium effects can be signifi-
cant. For example, in the region immediately behind a
reflected shock front large gradients in temperature and
species concentration can occur. Any such chemical non-
equilibrium would, of course, affect the radiative heat
transfer through changes in the concentration and temper-
ature of the radiating species; and thus it would be
desirable to obtain solutions which include these varia-
tions, Similar effects might also be expected in the
end -wall boundary layer.
Variable properties in front of the reflected wave,
resulting from the nonequilibrium region behind the
incident shock wave, might also have an effect on the flow
behind the reflected shock wave. Presley and Hanson6 have
shown that such pre-shock nonequilibrium can cause varia-
tions of up to a factor of almost two in the post-shook
pressure distritnT.tion. It should be noted that the
i
equilibrium calculations discussed above assumed no pres-
sure variation with distance.
Besides chemical nonequilibrium, it Is possible for a
partially ionized gas to have regions of thermal nonequi-
ltbrium between electrons and the other heavier species.
This type of nonequilibrium results because the rate of
energy exchange between electrons and heavy particles is
very slow due to the large muss differences in the speciesp
and it is characterized by different electron and heavy
I4
4
.41
body temperatures. Thermal nonequilibrium of this nature
has been observed7 and predicted  in the region behind a
shock front, and Camac and Kemp 9 have obtained numerical
solutions which indicate its presence in a boundary layer
on a cold wall. Since radiation is primarily governed by
the electron temperature, any thermal nonequilibrium might
have a significant effect on the nature and magnitude of
the end-wall radiative heat transfer.
In order to further investigate these nonequilibrium
phenomena for the case of the reflected shock wave the
present study has been initiated. The primary purposes of
this study are as follows:
(1) To develop a solution to the reflected shock
problem including chemical nonequil brium and _two
temperature effects.
(2) To gain a better understanding of the chenioal
u ,
,. 8'
processes in and their effect on the structure of
the reflected shock flow field.
^3) To determine the extent of thermal nonequilibrium
behind a reflected shook wave and its relative
effect on the end-wall radiative heat transfer.
beIt should	 noted thatP revious solutions to the reflected
Ir
shock problem have not included nonaquilibrium effects of
this type.
y' In this investigation the fundamental eq uations and
boundary conditions governing the flow between a reflected
shock wave and an end-wall have been formulated including
chemical nonequilibrium, two-temperature, and radiative-
gasdynamic coupling effects.
	 In obtaining these equations
one dimensionality has been assumed, precursor effects on
the gas in front of the shock wave have been ignored, and
the	 has beengas	 treated as being non-gray 	 .s ectrallP	 y
Furthermore, the gas in front of the reflected wave has
been considered to be in complete equilibrium.
	 This condi-
tion has been assumed in order to facilitate the determiner
"
ation of which effects are due to nonequilibrium behind
! the shock and which are due to phenomena in front of it.
In addition, the exchange of momentum and energy due to
elastic collisions between ,particles has been included,
L
and the associated oollison integrals have been formulated
1
and evaluated.
a
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The resulting equ&itions have been transformed into a
boundary layer type of coordinate oystem, and a solution
technique based upon a forward-in-time finite-difference
scheme has been postulated. 	 A calculation neglecting the
end-wall boundary layer has been carried out for a
MR
reflected shock wave resulting from an incident shook
travelling at 11 km/sec into quiescent nitrogen at a pre ss
,^	
-3sure of 10	 cm of mercury.
	
The results of this calcula-
tion have been used to disouss the nature and extent of
nonequilibrium phenomena behind suoh a refleoted shook
mots
_J wave
1CHAPTER II
F0UMPLATION OF THE GENERAL CONSERVATION EQUATIONS FOR A
MULTI-TEMPERATURE GAS
The primary aim of this investigation is to analyze
the reflected Shock problem for the case where the
electrons may be at a temperature different from that of
the heavier particles. Thus, species conservation equa-
tions expressed in terms of species properties must be
obtained. These equations oan be derived from the general
equation of change, as obtained from the Boltzmann equa-
tion, and introducing into it the various species
quantities.
The general equation of change can be writtenl0
I Ni Oi)	 Vyi 4k ) -Nit
J	 ^t (1)
r'_1 .1 dX^=r	 dk^
where 0, is a species property, either scalar or vector,
and the bar over a term indicates averaging. In Equation
(1) the terms involving magnetic and electric fields have
been negleoted beoause this type of external oroe does not
7	 11
exist in the present reflected shock problem. However, the
• general force term involving F has been retained; and its
actual form will be derived and discussed in Chapter IV.
The single term on the right hand side of Equation (1)
represents the change in the mean value of property 01 due
to encounters between particles of type i and the other
particles in the gas. This term can be evaluated either by
the energy-loss factor technique, which uses experimentally
determined expressions and quantities, or by direct manipu-
lation of collision integral expressions (see Appendix I
and also Chapter III). While the energy-loss factor method
Is more direct and simpler in application, particularly
when inelastic effects are important, the re quired expert-
mental coefficients have not yet been obtained for the
high temperatures typical of conditions behind reflected
shock waves. 11
 Consequently, the collision integral
approach will be used in this investigation.
In the application of the general equation of change
a choice exists between expressing the results in terms of
a species average velocity, u l , or in terms of a mean
average velocity, u, combined with a species diffusion
velocity, Ui . Since it would be desirable to compare any
solutions obtained in this study with experimental results
and since the macroscopic velocity observed experimentally
Is the mass average velocity, the + equations have been
,
1 '1	 -
Ir
12
formulated in terms of this latter quantity. Being
consistent with this choice, the peculiar velocity used in
the definition of the pressure tensor, hest flux veotor,
etc. , is as follows
L -= v . — u	 O
It should be noted that a formulation in terms of muss
average velocity is in contrast to the approach of several
previous investigators of two-temperature gas
problems.8912913
Now if 01 is. set equal to mi, then the general equa-
tion of transfer yields the mass conservation equation for
species 1, providing that the mass prod!iction of species i
due to chemical reactions is included. This latter effect
can be represented by a production term x1 with the result
that
0.
at
	
dr L
where the fact that / i = Nimi has been utilized. The form
-4
	 of wi depends upon the chemical changes considered. An
expression for it will be derived in Chapter IV.
In the derivation of the species momentum equation
some authors 9
 have sets miYi. However, since in the
present problem there will probably be some induced mass
J
13
motion due to the retardation of the reflected shock wave
by radiation cooling, the more suitable form for 0 i is
miV i . The introduction of this form into Equation (1)
yields, after simplification via the species oontinuity
equation, the spe,
+ ^ ( Uk
Ot Dt
+	 Nj 9;
ar L Pil
cries momentum equation
+ /'` U'^a
	
+^i^U' F^
..^	 (4)
u	 p.+ w^ _ ^. i,
J
The terms on the right hand side of Equation (4),represent
respectively the rate of change of momentum of species I
due to elastic collisions and due to inelastic collisions.
A complete derivation of Equation (4) is given in Appendix
I.
In a similar manner the equation representing the
conservation of species energy can be derived from the
general transfer equation by setting 0, equal to *mivi.
The result as derived in Appendix I is
h,.)
Dt
P	 +	
r
pt	 dr -a.aF
-i
0 -) Dt
_ .
	
(5)
IIJ
The terms on the right hand side of Equation (5) are colli-
sion interaction terms. The first one represents the rate
14
motion of the particles. The second is the rate at which
work is done on species i due to elastic interactions
between species i and the other species because of rela-
tive motion of the particles. The last signifies the rate
of energy exchange o4ourring because of inelastic colli-
sionse Expressions for the elastio terms will be derived
In the next ohaptere
:4
I
I , I'
rCHAPTER III
THE ELASTIC INTERACTION TERNS
e_
1 .
I .
As indicated in the last chapter, when the conserva-
tion equations for momentum and energy are applied to
Individual species, they contain terms that express the
change in these properties due to particle encounters.
Ih this chapter the collision integral approach will be
used to derive expressions for those terms associated with
elastic collisions. Discussion of inelastic effects will
be deferred until the actual consideration e ►nd formulation
of the reflected shock wave problem.
Some useful definitions and relationships ansoolated
with collision processes are as followst
J	 01	 ..	 .^
Relative	 9' .= V1 0 ' V '	 4 V'" _
Velocity S = 91 	 (6 )J
Mass Center G 
Velocity	 m% t MY	 ''n' 0" mi
v;= G + r1l; 9;^ / ^h1; ^' n j )
Particle
	 .. # as
Velocities
	
V; 
_ (^ + rnj
 
.^%j ^^mi f M
(7)
(8)
(9)
16
JParticle
Velocities ,	 ;^J ^tm,(Continued) OY^ ' G^ 	 •+ ^)	 (11
For the case of energy change due to elastio oolli-
i 
sions, the portion resulting from random motion is shown
In Appendix I to be
;;• ffl	 v;'Vj') •y)f,'f,9 ^^bd E dY; dv 	 (l2)J	 ft	 :
By applying Equations (6)-(11) this equation can be written
as
Ifff - ^. C St " 9^^ ^G I f'f' 9 b d bdedv,•d vY	 t13 )
I
Now it would be desirable to have the integrand in Equation
(13) entirely in terns of quantities before the collision.
In order to perform this transformation the geometry of the
oollision must be considered. Since g, is a veotor, it
all	
Ij
x J
can be reduced to two components -- one perpendicular and
one parallel to gi j . From the sketoh the parallel
_..._ MEN
1?
component can be expressed as
qA ,^ 
1
, 1 ^^ s J 
L OS x ^`^.^s (l4)
If the integration variable vi and v, are changed to gi,
and v, and the integration over all possible angles E is
carried out, then the various contributions due to the
components of gi 3 perpendicular to"g",, will cancel out.
Hencegi, need no longer be considered. Thus, using Equa-i.
tion (14), Equation (13) becomes
- m, ff[ ^f^, .,cos1^6d646
+m^
^	 (15 )
JVi Vj
The expression in the first set of brackets above is
defined14 as the collision cross-section, and in general
. it is a function of the relative velocity, g. It will
subsequently be designated by Si , (g) .
Before actually changing the variables of integration,
consideration should be given to the form of the distribu-
tion functions fi anq f,. In principle these should be the
t
	
	 total distribution functions for the particles under con-
sideration, In praotioe, howevery such distributions are
either not precisely known or would make the above
Integrals too complicated to be evaluated. Fortunatelyq
the individual species should be relatively close to
^y
t
sr
t
18	 ^'
equilibrium with respect to themselves; and thus a
Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium distribution in a coordinate
system relative to the individual particles should serve
as a good approximation to the actual distribution funo-
tion. Consequently, the following form was selectede
k	 z k T,	 X16
As indicated above, the next step is to change the
variables of integration from v i and v J to gi and 'Vie
Converting G (v ,v ) to G (g ;v ) by using Equation	 dg a  (8) ani	 J	 iJ	 J	 ^
proceeding in a straightforward manner yields
►h , 1"j 	 m ,	 ^,	 I/
  . 
^ )
IThis equation can be simplified somewhat by letting
X = v J	 i , whi ah re sul to in
t
w_
11
f
19
Mi	 1 ?a rrkTi
	
^2nkT^
J
' 1J	 9xt 9.^ X exp"—'= (X ^^ 2x•9;;I»	 (-2 k^	 T^ ,r
2	 _m, 
 
	 ^	 s	 X18)
	
eXp^---T
	
at +Qu)
	 r2k ^^
^;^ t 919 d ^,^ d x
where
d V - u j-*	 (19)
In order to simplify the evaluation of Equation (18) it has
been assumed that the partioles Involved in a oollision
4 behave as rigid spheres and, thus, that the oollision
gross-section, Sid , is independent of velocity.
BY expanding q  Equation (18) into the various x
Fin	 components and by using the following integral relation-
4	 ...►
ships, the integration over X can be carried out.
I e	 d x = a e r-
(20)J xe	 — a a e 0.
VIA	 -Cc
Equation (21) gives the result.
20
r "
7
T.	 zT 2 k T7
t^ ooin;	 ^5 - ,	 y^e,rP^-K'g2-KGV=-2K^9;j rav)^d9,
•a	 J
i
m, T t Mj T,	 rn; T + mi T;-
exPFKs' Kdv	 K ( g;^ ^ aVjd'gw
(21)
In this equation
2 k Ti fK= [ 2_k ^,^,J " ^ (22)
Since the above integration is over all velocity space,
the orientation of a Cartesian coordinate system is
" arbitrary.	 Thus t a spherical coordinate system in which
the z-six, s is in . the direction of the	 AU vector has been
used.	 In this manner the dot products appearing in Equa-
tion (21) reduce to g A Uco s4 # and dg i	be comes g2 sinod¢ dedg.
The orientation of the spherical angles i s shown in the
sketch,
Me
I0
c21
and the resulting expression for 	 is given by Equation
(23)
	
J	 Me ^ m^	 j l2 ►rk ^ ^ T,• T• ^ ^ 2	 , S' j
a r^
k7, zkT^
^.--_ e`x
 -k ^ Ka V Z— 2 K D uc os _ ^ Aj d daJ9j m,t ►n . 9 P[ 9	 9	 ^  ^
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Evaluation of the integrals with respect to O and 	 can
be easily accomplished, and Equation (24) shows the reaulte
m; mj ) 'rla N, N4 Z Tr
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A procedure identical; t o that which led from Equation
(11) to Equation (24) can bo apdplied to the rate of change
of momentum due to elastic oollisionse The result is
expressed in Equation (25).
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Equations ( 24) and ( 25) have previously been derived
by Cravath15 and also by Morse. 16 Cravath subsequently
evaluated the integrals in the ij equation for the case	 I
d U zero, and Morse evaluated both f i j and Pi j with the I
t
restriction that K 4 U2 be small. However, the present
investigation has revealed that the above integrals can be
	
T	 yevaluated directly and that no restriction need be placed
1 on K or d U.
The first step in the integration procedure is to
(	 express the hyperbolic sines and cosines in terms ofI
exponentials. Then with the aid of the following indefi
`	 nice integrals
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and repeated application of integration by pests to the gn
terms, the integrations can be carried out. For example,
the first term in the first Integral of' ^^;	 	 Equation (24)
•	 R
23
becomes
0o y _K3'f 2 KAU9
^KeuZ
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In a like manner, the"rest of the terms can be evaluated.
While these integrations are straight forward, it should be
realized that they are tedious and quite complicated. The
final results are as follows t
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To this author's knowledge this'is the first time that
expressions for the exchange of energy and momentum due to
elastic collisions have been obtained in this form.
Finally, it should be pointed out that both Equation
(28) and Equation (29) take on the forms given by Cravath15
J
and Morse16
 for the oase s AU zero and K d U2 smell*
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CHAPTER IV
FORMULATION OF THE TWO-TEMPERATURE S NONEQUILIBRIUM9
RADIATING REFLECTED SHOCK PROBLEM
A. Background
Before engaging In a discussion of the specific
assumptions and equations utilized in the present investi-
gation of the reflected shock problem, a brief review of
pertinent previous work relating to high temperature shock
waves s in order. In the period 1955-1957 Petschek and
Byronl7 analyzed the phenomena associated with the approach
f	
to equilibrium behind strong shock waves acid determined
0
	
	
that for argon the dominant mechanism of ionization is
electron-atom collisions. More significantly, they showed
that their experimental results could be best explained by
an analysis which allowed the `electron temperature to be
different from that of the atoms and, ions. They explained
this possible difference by noting that an electron
requires approximately 10 5 collisions with atoms to lose
Its energy, but only one collision with an electron to
approach a Maxwellian distribution. Thus, they reasoned
that a separate electron temperature can exist If electron
self-collision vooure at least once per every 105 atom
r23
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collisions. For argon, these conditions are satisfied when
the degree of ionization is greater than 10-g.
In 1964 Jaffrin and Probstein12 reported their multi-
temperature analysis of the structure of a steady state
shock wave. Again the gas considered was argon, and it was
assumed to be fully ionized. This effort was subsequently
extended by Jaffrin11 to the partially ionized gas case,
although frozen chemistry was still assumed. In both of
these investigations the primary interest was in shock
structure, precursor effects, and induced electric fields.
From the present viewpoint, however, their results are
significant in that they indicate that in the relaxation
region behind a planar shock front the electron tempera- 	 I 1
ture can indeed be different from the temperature of the
other particles.
Recently Chapin8
 examined the same problem but includ-
ing the effects of chemical nonequilibrium and thermal
radiation. While again the primary interest was in the
argon shock structure and precursor effects, his results
showed that both chemical and thermal nonequilibrium
effects are important and coupled together in the relaxa-
tion zone. Further, he deduced that radiation cooling can
be significant and can affect the ionization rate as equi-
librium is approached. Radiation cooling refers to the
actual physical cooling of the gas due to energy losses by
a2•
t
f
radiation. In his analysis Chapin used a gray gas radia-
tion model, but as he admits such a model is not an
accurate representation of the actual radiation processes
Which occur.
To this author's knowledge there has been only one
previous two-temperature analysis of the flow behind a
reflected shock wave. In 1964 Camas and Kemp9 published
an analysis for the end-wall boundary layer behind a
reflected shock front and gave a sample calculation of
boundary layer profiles and heat transfer. The gas consid-
ered was argon at a time of one microsecond after shock
reflection. Unfortunately, due to numerical difficulties
they were forced to assume frozen chemistry and negligible
collision exchange effects. Nevertheless, their analysis
was the first to consider_a two-temperature time dependent
problem with a plasma in the presence of a cold wall. As
will be discussed later in this chapterq the existence of
a wall adjacent to the plasma creates a region called the
plasma sheath in which a continuum description with charge
neutrality fails to apply.
As has been indicated, each of these previous Inves-
tigators performed their analyses assuming that the test
gas was argon. The primary reason for this choice was that
'1
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chemistry is simple--being limited only to ionization. If,
however, the results of the present investigation are to
have some applicability to the phenomena associated with
post-Apollo re-entry, then a gas must be chosen which is
reasonably similar to air. With respect to molecular
weight, existence of dissociation and ionization, and
radiative properties, nitrogen is very similar to air; but
yet its chemistry is still reasonably simple. Consequently
nitrogen has been selected as the test gas for this study.
11 i
Be Conservation Equations
In the shock tube the reflected shock wave problem is
a two-dimensional unsteady problem in x and r. However,
In the vicinity of the shock tube center-line, the flow is
essentially one-dimensional in x; and, thus, in the
Interest of simplification the present problem will be
treated as one-dimensional. This approach not only serves
to simplify the equations but also makes the integrals in
the radiation terms easier to evaluate (see Section I of
this chapter. The distance, x, is measured from the end-
wall, and the time, t, is counted from the instant of
shock reflection. All of the fluid dynamic properties
between the shock wave and the end-wall are functions of
distance and time, and the velocity of the reflected shook
front is assumed to be a funotion of time. This time
^ 11,
^ I
^ I
^ I
^a
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dependence is necessary in order to account for any shook
attenuation effects resulting from radiation cooling..
In Chapter II the general fluid dynamic conservation
equations for a multi-temperature gas were derived and
discussed. Application of the equation for the oonserva-
tion of mass of each species to the one-dimensional case
yields
aA + a P u. + a (P: UI• ) wt	 ax	 a__ Xr__ (30
while the global continuity equation can be expressed as
aP . a tPk _ O	 (31)at	 ax
In the species momentum equation, Equation (4), there
appears an external force which for the case of no exter-
nally applied electric or magnetic fields results from the
electrostatic forces between electrons and ions, In the
electron equation this force term has the form9
Xe _E	 (32)
.J
where E is the magnitude of the electronic charge and E Is
the induced electric field. When Equation (32) is substi-
tuted into the species momentum equation and all terms of
order me and smaller are neglected, the ele ctron momentum
1 J
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dA1^e = --eENe
	 (33)ar
where the viscous term has also been neglected since the
velocity gradients in the reflected shock flow field are
extremely small. Equation (33) 9 which relates the electric
field between electrons and ions to the electron pressure,
can thus be' used in the external force term in the species
energy equation.
Likewise the one-dimensional global momentum equation
Is
Is 14
is4
P am. +Pw a,u __apa t	 dx	
—,^
(34)
where again the viscous term has been neglected as small.
Note that no-external
 
force term appears in Equation (34)
since the electrostatic force between the electrons and
ions balances out and does not affect the momentum of the
fluid as a whole.
Since it is the primary aim of this study to investi-
gate the reflected shock wave region including the effe cts
of thermal nonequilibrium, there should in principle be an
energy equation for each species. However, since the
exchange of energy in elastic collisions is dependent upon
the mass ratio of the colliding particles, it i s reasonable
to expect that for parti cles of almost the same mass the
polio
_ 	 x
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temperature equilibrates in a few oollisions. Thus, in an
ionized gas the heavy particles (i..e,,. atoms, molecules,
and ions) should all be characterized by the same temper-
ature TH; but the electrons may have a different tempera-
ture Teo Hence, only two conservation of energy equations
are needed. Obviously, one is the electron species energy
equation, which can be obtained by applying Equation (5)
to electrons and neglecting terms of order (me/%)
Ye he +Pfu ahe ^ a (- Ae T- + a 
at ax —	 ax^ ax(Pa Mehe
pt _ u ape
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at	 ax	 aX	 Z	 (35)
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V) x	 J 1	 in
The first term on the right-hand-side of Equation (35)
represents the effect of external forces, and it is
obtained by using Equation (32) and. (33) to express the
J
force Xe in terms of the electron pressure. The second
s
term,
	
	 j e j , is the rate of energy gain by electrons due
J
to elastic encounters because of thermal motion of the
^ I
^ I
' IM
is
.particles; while the third term accounts for the energy
gain resulting from elastic collisions because of the rela -
tive fluid motion of the electrons. The last term, Qe,
represents energy change due to inelastic encounters. Its
nature and origin will be discussed in Section F'below.
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For the second energy expression either a heavy-body
energy equation ( summation of the respective heavy-body
species equations) or a global energy equation may be used.
For this investigation the global"energy equation has been
used due to its slightly simpler form. This equation is
obtained by applying Equation (5) to each species and then
summing over all specie s. The result, which Is presented
in Equation {36), has been further modified by using the
species continuity equation.
h +Pus h +^-[ (•.A;	 +	 h)]-	 ; u
at	 ax	 17x ,:^
	
ax	 'ixl ^ 	 J
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In both Equation (35) and Equation (36) the viscous stress
terms have been omitted because their expected effect in
the reflected shock region is negligible. Also a radiative
heat transfer term appears only in the global energy equa-
tion because it has been assumed that the radiation effect
on electron energy is negligible. This assumption will be
discussed in more detail in Section I of thi s
 chapter.
Finally, in Equation (36)
h=^ hi4 :, p'	 (37)
(36)
The form of hi
 and its relationship to the species tempera-
..,	 s	 Y
^,	 ture will be discussed In the next section.
V7
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C. Thermodynamics
The enthalpy-temperature relationship used in this
formulation is that obtained by application of statistical
mechanics. By definition
h; = e; +^	 (38)m;
and from statistical mechanics
z r	 ^
	
_ k T;	 a I n
 0;	 (39)
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where Zi is the complete partition tEnxction for the ith
species. Substitution of the appropriate partition func-
tions18 into Equations (38) and (39) and carrying out the
Indicated operatians yields
+ t^^.^.......^.
z	 M	 dew./r. New ^^ m ^
- Aealk Te
	
(40)
s;1 k e	 k
n	 Eosp/kTe	 h1;e
where ni Is the number of particles per molecule of species
i and Ti is the species temperature (either Tx or Te )
associated with the mixture mess average velocity. Since
at the conditions of interest In this study the amount of
molecular nitrogen present Is usually negligible, the
contribution of the vibrational term to the overall,
34
o ^nthalpy Is small; and it need only be approximately repre-
sented * Thus, the simple harmonic oscillator approximation
has been used with the assumption that the vibrational mode
Is in equilibrium at the heavy particle temperature.
Furthermore, the electronic terms have been formulated
using the electron temperature, assuming that the electronic
levels are in equilibrium with the free electrons.
The equation of state is simply
k T^	 (41 I
M
and by Dalton ' s principle
i
isf
(42)
D. Transport Properties
The transport coefficients for this study have been
derived from elementary kinetic theory relationships which
have been suitably modified for mixture effects. The
kinetie theory result for the viscosity of a pure gas is
sTl , r 8 k T- (43 )
-- z ^ t 7r m ! ar
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Application of this procedure will yield the appropr-
late collision frequencies, a 19 and hence ,,4 1 . In the
course of the derivation of the various-0 19 however, terms
of the form ((Te/me ) + (TH/mA)) are frequently encountered;
and a comparison of the respective particle masses indi-
cates that these terms can be accurately approximated by
Te/me
 as long as Te > 7 10 -5
 TH. Similarly in the heavy
particle collision frequencies examination of the terms
resulting from encounters with electrons indicates that
they too can be neglected provided Te is less than 10 2
 TH.
Since the electron and heavy body temperatures are expected
to be the same order of magnitude, neglecting these terms
poses no serious problem. Furthermore dropping terms of
the second type can be justified from a theoretical view-
point. Hanson 18 points out that the collision frequency
In Equation (43) should really only count those collisions
which are effective at transferring momentum. In general
all collisions do this, but in the collision of a heaver
particle with a very light particle the change Is so
Insignificant that the collision should really not be
counted. By dropping the electron oontribution to the a i
of the heavy particle, this argument is Satisfied.
Ili
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The resulting expressions for the respective collision
frequencies are given in the following equations.
8 k T4 2 Pi,^ JCM +rfa-ASAM,♦ 	 5  Z =/3M MA	 n?M	 MA 	 mI
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These four equations can thus be used with Equation (43) to
calculate the various viscosity coefficients,
In a similar manner kinetic theory yields for the
thermal conductivity of species i
^^ = y k , _ Ek (46)
where Eu is the Eucken correction factor. This factor,
which is non-unity only for molecular nitrogen, has been
formulated in several ways. However, since the amount of
diatomic nitrogen present In the reflected shock flow field
Is small, the simple form originally attributed to Euoken
will be used.20 r
^'R V
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The specific heat at constant volume, cvM, of molecular
nitrogen can be obtained by differentiation from Equation
(39).
The only other transport coefficient required in the
present analysis is the diffusion coefficient. As will be
discussed, only binary diffusion will be considered, and
thus only one diffusion coefficient will be needed. To a
first approximation this coefficient can be represented
as21
k To ( rn,4 f min) IIL
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E. Chemical Kinetics
Several species and many chemical reactions could be
used to formulate a model for reacting nitrogen. However,
for the conditions which are of interest here the follow-.
ing four species and six reactions should be sufficiently
representative of high-temperature reacting nitrogen*
species s	 Molecular Nitrogen -- N2
Atomic Nitrogen	 -- N
rReactions$
Nz +N : 2 N +N
N, +NZ 2N+NZ
N 4M N + M
N + N + : 2 Nf+
N+e N + 42e
N + N N f * e+N
(49)
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Another species which might possibly be included is the
molecular ion, N+ If present in sufficient numbers,
this ion can have an effect on the type of dissociation
and ionization reactions which occur. However, for equi-
librium conditions in front of and behind a typical
reflected shock wave its concentration is extremely small.
Thus, its inclusion was not felt to be warranted, expec-
lally considering the additional reaction complexity which
would result from Its V'rxtroduction. In the reaction
system the first t ,;V 0 &.(000unt for the dissociation of
n1trogen, and the last three represent the ionization
processes.
a
	
	
Now the primary quantity desired from the chemical
kinetic analysis is the volumetric rate of mass produc-
tion of each species J. wj , which I s found by considering
the production rate from each reaction 16 That is
F s	•/
I ..' ^
i
1r
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where r is the number of reactions oonsidered. For a
general reaction of the form
%I--A	 r
_ j 	J	 .i
kinetics22 yields that
a	 k	 E '^ s	 A y'''
i
i _ 	 P
K1, 	C4
(51)
(52)
where kfi is the forward rate constant for reaction 1.
{	 Here Ki is the equilibrium constant in terms of oonoentra-
tions, and it has been assumed that
K ^ k, lie	 (53)4
The validity of Equation (53) in nonequilibrium situ-
4 ations has often been questioned. However, C. W. Chu 2
 3
	
4,	 has demonstrated that as long as the reaction rate
constants are functions only of temperature 9 then Equation
	
4.	 (53) is not only valid but also compatible With Equation
(52) •
The equilibrium constant can be expressed in terms of
theartialp	 pressure equilibrium oonetant _as
40
KFI. f T)	 5
,
which in turn can be obtained from free energy and statis-
tical mechanical considerations as follows22
In K	 Z'
	 in k{	 ih
S + 2( ►1^ ^^ In 1 -Ih^-1)^r79r t ^h -1^jln	 f	
., Y az	 ,
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Eolk T	 s	 X55 )+	 (-d..
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Equations (52)-(55) will be used for the dissociation
reactions. Furthermore, since the concentration of molec-
ular nitrogen in the region behind the reflected shock
wave is low, vibration-dissociation coupling effects have
been ignored.
Unfortunately Equation (52) does not adequately
describe the mass production rates for the ionization
reactions because these reactions involve two steps,
proceeding via excitation of the nitrogen atom to the 384p
state and subsequent rapid ionization. 24
 For example, the
atom-atom reaction proceeds as follows
N (9r.v^d^ + N ^^.. IV ^xtfed) t ^I
A56)
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Now by assuming that the first step in the chain is rate
determining, that (t1NNexcited/dt) is approximately zero,
and that the ground state concentration equals the atom
concentration, kinetics yields
wNr^^) Tot =	
N^Z 
^C^ CN(ex}7[N] t ^Njez) s^
	
^58IJ	 4	 N	 a	 a	 /
where brackets have been used to denote conoentrationo
However by assumption
uVN ( C Y), 1'a to! o
so that
vVN(ey) s7	 - ^N [kfo [N(ground)][N] ` k ba[N(ex))CN]] .	 (59)
where kfa and kfb are related by the equilibrium constant
for reaction (56). Since at equilibrium the population of
the various levels is described by a Boltzmann distribu-
tion, this equilibrium constant can be expressed as
x a XP (-- Fink rH
.9	 9 ,round
3	 Accordingly Equation (59) beaomee
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Now if it is assumed that the excited state is in
equilibrium with the electrons at the electron temperature
Te, then from the Saha equation
Ne	 2	 m k 1' 4/10, 	 e -xex/Are l	 X61 I
N#gexc ifed) 	h2	 S ex
where X ex is the ionization potential from the excited
state and Qelec,Nex has been approximated by g ex o The
electron production rate is related to the excited atom
production . rate as follows
WNwx), 67 m4 Nmiex), 67 "' n1A N tjs7 =	 Wei AA	 (62)Me
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A similar analysis applied to the electron- atom reaa-
tion results in the following set of equations
wQ, e* = kf   Ie 	 9 rwaa c	 Now A^ ►1 kA
^h	 tAoq 7e 1(2nmeATe )
= 
Qe lec,s
(64)
Vv=,tq w	 me^eA me	 J WA,@A	 we'CA mAme
Notice that we ,AA is governed by both the electron and the
heavy body temperatures, while the production rate for the
atom-electron reaction involves only the electron tempera-
ture *
 Likewise consideration of the atom-ion reaction
yields
EcY/kTw t O%e w^k to	 Zh3 9,,A
	
7N Mr
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F. Inelastic Collision Effects
Any collision or a Interaction in which the internal
energy of the colliding particles is changed is an
inelastic interaction, and the magnitude of this change
must be accounted for in the energy equations. In any
global equation such as the overall energy equation6	
	
	
on-q	 a
servation of energy requires that all collision effects
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sum to zero. Thus, inelastic collision terms appear only
In the electron energy equation; and only those inelastic
collisions which affect the energy of the electrons need to
be considered. Radiative effecter which are some times
considered as Inelastic effects, are included in the radi-
ation model described in Section I.
In the reaction system described in Equations (49)
only the last three involve inelastic collisions affecting
electrons. First consider the electron-atom reaction.
When an electron is created by this process, the electron
which caused the ionization will lose energy equivalent to
the Ionization potential, E I r plus the energy of the
created electron, which on the average is say . The
original lie electrons will rapidly equilibrate themselves
by elastic collisions and consequently they will have
collectively lost energy E I + # in creating an electron
of average energy S
	
The subsequent equilibration
between the Ne
 original electrons and the newly created
electron will not affect the energy per unit volume since
it only involves a transfer of energy from one particle to
another. Thus the net energy loss per unit volume result-
ing from this process is simply E I . Since we,ea/me is the
rate of production of electrons by this process, the total
energy loss 1s -- wereaEI/me•
Similarly, every time the atom-atom proce ss
 occurs
an electron of average energy S 
AAA 
is created. Hence the
total energy gain from the atom-atom collision Is
xe rA S AA/me . A similar expression results from the
atom-ion process. The overall not result Is
Q	 - 
rhe,
	 (65)
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Chapin, however, has calculated that AA is on the order
Of kTe or less. Thus, since for present conditions of
interest the electron-atom process is usually the dominant
Ionization mechanism, the terms containing S AA and AI
will usually be negligible in comparison. For those parts
of the flow field in which the atom-atom reaction I s
important, the concentration of electrons should be so low
that any error in the calculation of the electron tempera.
turf resulting from negle ction of the S AA term should be
slight and have a negligible effeot overall. A similar
conclusion can be drawn for the AI term. Consequently
only the first term in Equation (65) will be retained.
G. Collision Cross Section
In the formulation of the collision interaction terms
'in Chapter III one of the quantities which appears in the
results is the momentum collision cross sections Si d • An
approximate method of determining average +gross seotions
:13
"? M,4
4
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a
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for uncharged particles has been discussed by Hansen lB
 and
also by Fay. l 9 In this method the effective collision
diameter is obtained by equating the average potential
function for the collision to kT; i.e.
V(R) = kT	 (66)
The average cross section is then ?r R2.
Using the potential function given by 'Vanderslice,
Mason, ,and Lippincott 9 25 application of this technique
yields for the molecule -molecule interaction
5MM ' 0. N y23[In (/. 0V2 7 x/0-7 T„ )] z X /C /b cen Z	 (67)
Likewise the cross section for the atom-molecule collision
is expressible as
5
,4M 
= (h. y2 0(0 X/O6^ ) On[2-222. X /0-7 Tiv 7 2c.rn2	 (68)
For the unlike particle collision it is commonly assumed
that the effective collision diameter is equal to the mean
of those for the like-particlecollisions . l9 That le, in
terms of cross sections
2 ( ^HM ^	 ^Spp)
	
MM^	 (69)
_,
While this relationship does not apply in general it should
be sufficiently accurate to serve for the evaluation of the
T 	
_.
AMM
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.atom-atom cross section, 8AA9
For the electron-molecule and electron-atom oolli-
sions the results of Shkarof sky et al 26 have been
correlated to yield the following results.
TM
4"
T^ $ 3095- °K
rjeM = (_o. SG3 + o, sl s3 /.9io Te ) l o C/a
3o 9S °)< < Te c 773 7'K 	 (70)
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7,e 7 9 1, 00" K
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In collisions in which both partners are charged, the
dominant-forces involved are long range electrostatic
Aforces and theP otential function is coulombic, The cross
section resulting from applying a coulombi a potential in
Equation (66) must, however, be modified to account for
the charge shielding effect which occurs in a finite
density plasma. While some disagreement exists concerning
i
.	 ;•^	 Yale	 _:	 _	 Wh .^..	 ,. _, a	 ^ .,. .. ...,.	 ,.	 _
(73)
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the magnitude of this
Jaffrin12 approximate
estimates; and it has
The and results are
_ i rE yS ee ` 2 ( k e ) r
correction g a form proposed by
s the mean of the various other
been used in the present analysis.
^n
9 k 3 Te jmey7r /g E	 (72)
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The atom-ion cross section, SAI , has been approximated
as19
I yo x /0_i6^ Z	 (75)
While this value may not be precisely correct, it does have
the correct magnitude relative to the other cross sections
and should lead to good results. Finally, lacking any
other indication, the ion-molecule cross section, SM1 9
 has
arbitrarily been set equal to SAM*
i
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H. Diffusion Term an_pproximatione
In formulating the diffusion velocity expressions, a
modified ambipolar diffusion model as postulated by Fay
and Kemp7
 for ionized nitrogen has been used. In this
model it is assumed that the a ar e-exchan e cross eh g	 g r	 section
between atoms and ions is high enough to insure that they
have the same diffusion velocity. Since ions and eleo-
trons always have equal diffusion velocities within a
diffusion layer which is thick compared to the Debye
distance, this assumption means that the atoms, ions, and
electrons diffuse as a single component and with the same
velocity. The other oppositely directed component is
composed of molecules.
From Chapman and Cowling 28 the general binary diffu-
sion equation is
Tit	 L)12.2 	 N	 _
N, Nz.
f7a
 N N	 a P
(76)
p ^	 T a"
P,
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V ' V^ = 1 N^ f Nr -F NM) b#V_MM	 ---.^ .( Nq t Nr) NM 	 /y11k -^
(77)
a	
^'' ♦ ^r ^' ^• A + p^ O X
Since
^10M Um + ^
	
fA #^^, tre = 0 (78)
Equation (?7) can be solved for the ele ctron diffusion
velocity.	 The effect of considering a two-temperature gas
appears by expressing the partial pressure in terms of the
E
. temperature and number densities. 	 The results are
,
-- I'n	 Nn, f NA ^ N
vA - t!t - U -	 ^-- --r—
(kTN (NA 4 Nr -t N Ti
k Ty	 ^ X	 rN (79)(N, "^ N= + NeTi ITi,
+	 N	 / TM )W	 a x( N M	 N,^	 Nt -F	 e Te
_V-^	 ~- ^ N^ t Nr)	 A T
i M NM mM
, ,r 2 where terms of order me have been neglected.
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In Equation (79) the diffusion coefficient should be a
binary diffusion coefficient. 	 However, since the atom-
molecule and ion-molecule cross seWans are assumed equalp
the binary diffusion coefficient becomes simply D N_
N2 ^	 The
form of this coefficient has been given in Equation (48)9
I.	 Radiation Model
The form of the radiation term, 	 a qR / ax, in the
overall energy e quation for the , case where the absorption
coefficient is represented by a multi -step model- has been
y derived in detail and discussed previously by Anderson.3
Therefore, only a brief outline of the derivation will be
presented here,
In general, assuming that the end -wall is non-emitting
i and non reflective, the spectral radiative energy transfer
at any point is 7s^
y)	 7r	 89 y	 f
80	 .
fe''' e f ^ )E f1' -^)^^
where
	 is the optical length.
	 The optical length is
related toh
 p ysical length via the absorption coe 	 	  
	 fficient
by
d	 K
	
(81)
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Differen oiation of Equation (80) with respect to x yields
Ir
JX, (t)E,ry-^^jA^	 (e2)
Subsequent integration over all wavelergthe results in the
total radiative flux
J4R,0(P	 00 TS Y
yrr K^6^d +	 E,V r' -	 (83)
In this expression the first term represents the loss of
energy due to radiative emission, and the second term
accounts for the energy gain from radiative absorption.
In principle the exact spectral dependence of 4r
could be determined by carrying out the integration in
Equation (83) at each point in the flow. 	 From a computa-
tional viewpoint, however, this is impractical due to the
large amount of information required for the determination
of the absorption coefficient, X.0 , and the black-body
function, B.0	In order to simplify the problem the
.,
.spectrum is divided into a series of finite length steps.
In each step for a given set of state conditions the
absorption coefficient la assumed to be a.00nstant givenP	 S
by
I	 --w
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(84)
Likewise the black body Function for the region is defined
as
-4
B.	 BA dA	 (85)
.14
Using these expressions and the assumption that B1(z) can
 
b a series of straight line se ents thebe representedy s 
	 $	 gm
integrals in Equation (83) can be carried out. The result
Is
2.K; Bi-+ EK;[28; —B,-Io
d	 '
V ^	 b	 V
r r
[E3 ( IT — 2,-# # 1) _.. E 3 (I or,
—ky 
I)]
where I Is the point immediately behind the shock wave.
The summation over i is over the various wavelength ste s
while that over j accounts for the x integration.
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s
spectrum has been subdivided into the following five wave-
length regional
Region
	 Wavelength Interval
60—
	
^1	 2	 lloo
2	 1100 — 1300
3	 1300 — 1570
4	 1570 - 7874 A
5	 7870 — 9552
d
For each wavelength region an average absorption coeffic-
and a	 unction	 asient	 black body	 defined in Equations
	 ^	 ^
(84) and (85), have been. computed and correlated as func-
tions of temperature and number density; and these fune-
tons are then used in the actual computation of optical
lengths and radiative heat flux.	 Typical results are
4.shown in Figures 3 and
In the five step model, wavelength regions three and
five are based solely upon atomic lines.	 While these two
regions only include eleven nitrogen lines, an analysis4
of other lines indicates that they are relatively Import-
The	 --	 two,	 fourant.	 remaining regions	 one,	 and	 -- are8
based solely on bound-free and free-free atomic nitrogen
processes,,
In principle the source or black body function and
the absorption coefficient should be modified to include
On
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two temperature effects. Chapin 8 has carried out a general
derivation of these functions for the thermal nonequilib
rium case. The result for the bound-free source function
Is
S-	 e	 - NA (^JENN ^ ^,^ cZ	 N„^
where NA (p)E
 is the population of state p which would exist
If state p were in equilibrium with the ions and electrons.
As in the discussion on ionization it is assumed that
all the excited states of the atoms are in equilibrium with
the electrons and ions. Thuo the source function for
bound-free radiation differs from the black body function
only for those frequencies which originate from radiation
due to photoionization from the ground state. That is, no
correction need be applied for wavelengths greater than
that of the ionization edge because such radiation results
from the excited states, which are in equilibrium. In the
case of nitrogen the ionization wavelength is 855 R. and
thus any required correction would only affect a small
portion of region one. Since the thermal nonequilibrium
correction itself is at most a few percent and since the
	 •
affected region is small, the correction has been neglected.
Likewise, an analysis. of nonequilibrium effects upon
the source function forbound-bound radiation yields that
low M
1 I
}t
r
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Its correct form is
r9  NA ^NAY
	
9'	 ^^ 9
However if it is assumed that the individual state popula-
tions correspond to a Boltzmann distribution at the
i,
electr m. temperature, then this equation can be rewritten
as	
I
4ElkTc3
	 —A,6^41
CL5	 C- e	 z v ^-P9	
—
But since D E is the energy of the jump, it is equivalent
to ha.  So
h, A
--
A
	 a	 —1
P1	 cZ
which is the usual black body function. Thus no correction
Is required for bound-bound radiation.
It should be noted that in the present analysis, the
temperature to be used for calculating the absorption
coefficients in region one, two, and four should be the
electron temperature since the free-bound and free-free
transitions are Generally moverned by electron enneunteria _
V7
{f
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i
three and five is not so obvious * However, experimental
results at AVCO24 indicate that nitrogen bound-bound trans-
itions are probably closely coupled to the electron temper-
ature. Consequently, as a result of this coupling, the qR
term in the overall energy equation will be dependent upon
electron temperature.
In this analysis the effects of Bremsstrahlung on
total electron energy have been assumed negligible. Hence,
a radiation term only appears in the overall energy equa-
tion. '
It should be noted that the present absorption coeffi-
cient model is accurate only for an electron temperature
range from approximately 80000K to 20 9 0000K. Below eight
thousand degrees processes involving molecular nitrogen
become important, and above twenty thousand the nitrogen
double ion can be influential. Neither type of process
has yet been included in the model. However, for the
conditions and chemical model of interest at present, the
above absorption coefficient scheme should be sufficient.
loq
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J. Wall Sheath Description and Boundary Conditions
If it is desired to formulate the problem including
the end-wall-boundary layer, then consideration must be
given to the plasma sheath which is adlaoent to the end
wall. While the properties of a plasma sheath surrounding
an object in contact with a plasma have been analysed by
x60
many investigators, the model of most interest is the
approximation of Schultz and Brown. 29 In their analysis
It is postulated that a sheath, which is on the order of a
Debye length in thickness, forms adjacent to the wall and
that in the sheath charge neutrality and the continuum
equations fall to apply. Furthermore there appears between
the sheath and the continuum flow a very thin transition
region. Throughout i^t is assumed that the electrons are
isothermal and that the sheath develops an electric poten-
tial between itself and the plasma so as to maintain charge
neutrality and zero charge flux at the sheath edge.
Camac and Kemp 9 have successfully utilized this model
by ignoring the transition regions and,Dix 3O has also shown
that inclusion of the transition region has a negligible
effect on the results. Thus the transition region will
also be neglected in the present analysis. Now in order to
maintain zero charge flux at the sheath edge, the sheath
potential must adjust itself so that the positive current,
consisting of electron emission from the surface and
diffusing ions, equals the electron current. That is,
xl
I
where	 is the sh,path potential, Fe the electron thermal
	 fz
R.
velocity, cI the ion drift velocity in the sheath, and J
rp
f
l
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b
the wall emission. Note that Equation (87) inherently	 i
assumes that the wall is catalytic to electron recombina-
tion since no term has been included to account for the
reflection of electrons from the wall.
The ion drift velocity, cI , depends upon the number of
collisions an ion has in passing through the sheath. For
the case of many collisions, this is simply the ion thermal
velocity. For the collisionless case, however, the results
of Schultz and Brown^ 9 indicate that
C(88 )
X V k rn.r
r^
'`.	 The present analysis includes the option of using either
value.
If in the interest of simplification the wall electron
emission is assumed negligible, then Equation (87) can be	 s
it
solved for the sheath potential in terms of properties at
the sheath edge. Using the faot that charge neutrality 	 }
R,
exists at the sheath edge this assumption leads to
l	
1
Te	
_l g	 (89)
.	 E	 Cr 7T ^» c
This result for
	 will subsequently be used in the
boundary conditions.
Since the thickness of the plasma sheath is negligible
ti. 4
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4
in comparison to that of the end-wall boundary layer, the
edge of the sheath can be construed as being physically at
the wall. Thus, the inner boundary conditions on the
continuum equations which correspond toK
	
	
	 	 properties at the
sheath edge, can be applied at x equal to zero. These
boundary onditions are obtained b matching at the sheathY	 Y	 6
edge the molecular description in the plasma sheath to the
oorresponding usual continuum-description at the wall,
One quantity which oan be,matohed in this manner is the
Ion mass flux. Equating the two oorresponding expressions
yields
i
Nr c .,Mr 
^--	 Py	 (90 )
The electron energy flux can be likewise considered. Those
e tel c rons which get to the wall enter the sheath with an
average energy of 2kTe
 + f E ^^ , and their oorresponding
flux is (Ne3e/4 )exp (- le ^ j /kTe ) Henoe the oontinuity of
electron energy flux requires
Me DTe	 ^ Tr, ^1t, ^o
	
IZkT, +1EX
OX
(91)
/V e c e	 ,_1
k Te
Ago'-
	where the sheath potential
	 i's obtained from Equation (89).
.................................
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At the wall the molecules, being unaffected by the
sheath * are in good contact with the wall and thus have
the gall temperature. By assumption the ions are, at
least in regions where the continuum description holds, in
thermal equilibrium with the molecules. Thus, at the wall
the ions should also be at the wall temperature. In this
analysis the wall will be assumed catalytic and all atoms
at the wall will recombine to form molecules. With these
considerations there results the two additional boundary
oonditions
(T)
 X_o _.rw	 (92)
4
and
(	 (93)
+II
1
	Equations (89)-(93) complete the specification of the inner 	 t
boundary conditions for the case where the end-wall boundary
layer Is included in the analysis.
On the other hand when it is desirable, e.g. from a__
I
computational standpoint, to calculate only the inviscid	 s
portion of the flow field, the above boundary conditions
are not applicable *
 In that case, however, the second
derivatives of the flow field variables at the outer edge
'	 of the boundary layer should be negligible. Therefore, for
ONOM
ft.
r
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the inviscid case the inner boundary conditions on all the
Y
variables except the velocity can be approximated by
requiring the second derivatives to be zero. The velocity
should still be assumed to be exactly zero
The outer boundary conditions correspond to the
properties immediately behind the reflected shock front.
These conditions can be obtained as a function of proper-
	
m
ties in front of the shock wave 'by assuming frozen flow
and matching of total enthalpy across the wave. The
details of this procedure will be presented in the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER V
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A SOLUTION FOR THE TWO-TEMPERATURE REFLECTED SHOCK PROBLEM
A. Treatment of Boundary Conditions
In obtaining the outer boundary conditions, that is
the conditions immediately behind the shock wave, three
distinct cases must be considered. Ideally these condi-
,4 tions correspond to the situation where the gas is chemi-
tally frozen prior to chemical relaxation. However, there
may be conditions of interest where the relaxation distance
F is so short that it would be more practical to assume that
equilibrium immediately exists.
	
Likewise, since chemical
velaxation often,,
	
	
proceeds in stages, other conditions
could cause the dissociation processes to be in local
.4	 equilibrium while ionization is still frozen. In order to
give versatility to the present solution, schemes to4
calculate the post-shock conditions for each of these cases
4 have been developed, assuming that the gas in front of the
shock wave is in compete equilibrium and that precursor
effects are negligible, Thesb methods are referred to as
the frozen, equilibrium, and partially frozen cases.
'-W1
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the shock i'ront. Using the subscript 2 to denote aondi-
r	 tions behind the Move, these equations are
p (Wr t V1) s ( WS + vs)f	 ^	 (94)
( WS	 ;P,	 (WrZ	 `z
rpm
+ L (Wr f VL
 i
L	 +	 Wir + VO 
2.
(96)
,.,
4(,
By estimating the pressure behind the wave, Equations (94)
A. and (95) can be rearranged so as to yield estimates for
and V5.
vs vz ( s -
 L ) ^ Z ( wet Vi?') (97)
(W
If the flow has been assumed to be frozen, then the corre-
sponding species densities can be calculated from the fact
that the mass fraotions. are constant across the shook
front. That lop
PF
j	 I
6?
4
r
,p — r p A	 (99)
q T .. Now in traversing the shook the requirement on
electron energy is
h + 1 (W, V,) hes f C fVs,^	 (100)
4	
t Z
which after substituting the continuity equation can be
4	 re-expressed as
 
W,	 L) I- Ll -(l01)
.^-	 Z
3	
z
When an order of magnitude analysis is applied to Equation
x	 (101 it turns out that the first term on the right-hand-8
side, he t , is approximately 10 5 larger than the second
term. Hence to a first approximation the electron static
enthalpy is unchanged across the shock wave. In other
words,
	
Tes Te	 (102z,
With this information, the initial estimate for pres-
-4
	 and the resulting species densities (Equation (99) ),
'	 the equation of state can be solved for a heavy body
WIN	 TKI",
W
,^ 4 f
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temperature. All of these values oan then be used to see
If Equation (96) is satisfied. If it is, then the correct
post-shock values have been found. If not, then some type
of iteration must be employed.
In the present investigation a simple Newton iter-
ation scheme based upon total enthalpy conservation and
pressure has been selected. To start the procedure a
second estimate of the post-shock pressure is made that is
arbitrarily five percent larger than the first. The post-
shook variables are then computed in the same manner as
before, and the total enthalpy difference across the wave
calculated. A new pressure estimate is then obtained by
1
^1
(103)
9 where the subscripts indicate the estimate and QHi
 refers
4
	
	 to the associated enthalpy difference. The entire proce-
dure, Equations (97) thru (103) 9 is then repeated for as
many times as is necessary until Equation (96) is satis-4
	 Pied. This was assumed to occur when the difference in the
4	 two sides of the equation was ,less than one-half percent,
For the equilibrium case the procedure is the same
RIM
through Equation (98), At that point a temperature esti-
mate is also selected and the corresponding equilibrium
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composition, computed by application of the law of mass
action to the dissociation and ionization reactions. The
actual equations used are those which have been presented
by Fay and Kemp.27
Since this approach requires two post-shock variables
to be estimated, two criteria are needed to check the
validity of the guesses. As in the frozen case, one check
Is the energy equation across the shock wave, Equation
(96). The second one is obtained by comparing the density
calculated via Equation (98) and the one computed using the
calculated composition and the equation of state. If
either one of the criteria is not met, then an iteration is
started. In the iteration scheme, which is of the Newton
two variable type, the required partial derivatives --
;AP/ ap,	 aAP/ OT,	 a Q(x5 - x2 ) / ap, ae(x5 - x2 ) /a T, -
are evaluated by separately computing the post-shock condi-
tions for a pressure five percent above the initial value
and a temperature five percent above the first guess.
Thus, each iteration step requires three calculations of
post-shock values. Nevertheless, the approach to conver-
gence is almost as fast as in the frozen case.
"	 For the partially frozen case, a mixture of the above
methods is used. Those species which are considered to be
chemically frozen have their densities calculated from Equa-
tion (99), while those for the equilibrium, ocnetituents
f
V
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r
law	 mass action * TheIterativeare obtained from the 1 of	 	 h	 ,
procedure and convergence criteria are the same as for the
equilibrium case„
The inner boundary conditions on the electron temper-
ature and density are determined in the viscous case by
ad
the flux of ion mass and electron energy across the outer
edge of the plasma sheath. The basic equations for these
and the other inner boundary conditions were presented in
Chapter IV, Section J. Unfortunately the equations for the
viscous case are highly non-linear, and thus the edge
values for electron temperature and density can only be
obtained through iteration. However, Knight 3l has pointed
out that for many conditions these equations may be simpli-
fied. Combination of Equation (90) and (91) yields that
alre
	 Es c=	 I k?'	 ^E^^a	 (104 )x	 z m=.	 M
If D, were sufficiently small, then Equation (104) indi-
cates that quite possibly the approximation could be made
that
aT
	
—=	 Q	 (105)1 .d x /X=0
at least in'oomparison to the heavy body temperature
I7
t
r
gradient. This approximation greatly simplifies the inner
boundary conditions for the boundary layer case and com-
pletely eliminates the need for iteration. Since the
number of ions in the boundary layer and adjacent to the
sheath edge should be very small due to the low heavy body
temperature which exists there, Equation (105) should be a
good approximation. Of course, in the inviscid case the
second derivative approximation postulated in Section J of
the last chapter will suffice,
B. Transformation of the Conservation Equations
In the past, formulations to the reflected shock
problem have always been in a physical coordinate system
based upon the distance from the shock-tube end-wall.
While such a coordinate system is convenient from an equa-
tion viewpoint, it may be a disadvantage in a numerical
solution becuase it does not provide additional points in
regions of high gradients. Thus, it might be advantageous
to transform the equations into a coordinate system which
provides additional points in at least some of the high
•
gradient regions. A suitable transformation is the
reflected shook similarity transformation
LIM	
_ r C= X	 o
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Being of the "boundary layer type" this particular trans-
formation should greatly facilitate any calculations which
Include an end-wall thermal boundary layer. Furthermore,
it may be advantageous even in a pure inviscid calculation
In that a solution in /L will facilitate determination of
boundary layer edge gradients, which may then be used in a
separate boundary layer calculation. (In any flow with
extensive radiation cooling non-zero boundary layer edge
gradients usually exist.)
The transformation given in Equation (106) does,
however, have ,one possibly serious disadvantage. If the
solution is obtained in	 then the corresponding x points
must be obtained by integration. Since the reflected shock'
velocity is obtained from the rate of change with respect
to time of the shock position measured in x, any error in
the integration could cause a serious error in the shock
velocity. In spite of this possible difficulty, the
present solution has been formulated in an 	 s coordi-
nate system. The relative merits of this coordinate system
1 7	 based on the computational results obtained will be dis
cussed in Appendix II. 	 '
IIn the 	 s coordinate system the governing equa-
tions for the reflected shook problem are as follows:
V
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Species Continuity
d s	 Z s a	 2^s s	 arZ
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Momentum
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These four equations combined with the equations of state
(Equations (41)-(42) ) 9 diffusion relationships (Equation
R
(79)), enthalpy expressions (Equation (40)) v ohemi oal
production terms (Equation (50)) and
k
	
- 	 (111)
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equations are required. The first equates the mass flux
across the shock front to the time rate of change of mass
behind the wave. That is
-W
(wsf v^ ) _	 (x,t) dxdt (112)
which in the I(- a system be come s
(WS  + VL _p S ^^L ^ I `(1
	 -
	 (11.3 )
cz 	 d	 Z C2 5
Here one of the advantages of the transformed system
r becomes apparent because the Integral In Equation (112) has
been rewritten in differential form; and if a finite
s
difference scheme is employed, Equation (113) is readily
4 solved for the shock position Q s at time t + At in terms
of properties at time to 	 The secorLd equation yields the
' shook velocity In terms of the change in physical shock
position
p^
^: R
d t (114
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C. Method of Solution
Since the governing set of simultaneous equations 1 s
highly non-linear, some sort of numerical technique must be
used to obtain solutions.. Basically the method employed in
the present investig&tion is a forward finite difference
technique whereby if the flow field is known at some time s
for all rL between the shock wave and the wall, the differ-
ence technique will yield the-flow field values for all rL
at tiTae s + AS * In this approach all first and second
order derivatives with respect to IL which appear in Equa-
tions (107) thru (110) are replaced by central difference
approximations. For example aTe/aj and a2Te/ 8,%2 are
represented as
a 7Te (0115) = lek ta2,^^ Te (1-4gj s),.._LfAI
	 (115a	 2 do
a^ Tc (4, s^	 Te k
-t	 _2Te_ (^,s^ +Tc lj•4i^,s
4).116 ( 44) z	 (lib)
__W
On the other hand, the time derivatives in these same equa-
tions are represented b forward differences,.	 P	 Y
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e.v T (^^stDs^ — Tt(^,s^	 tll7^d s 	 ^t
Since only time derivatives of the first order appear
In the set of differential a uations each equation in itsq	 ^	
finite difference form can be algebraically solved for one
of the unknowns at time s + 4s, As an example, consider
application of this procedure to the electron continuity
equation
Vi
as	 zs aq=s	 ^t
. .= ^^^ a s Lo 	 (118
0
Rewriting this equation, but with the derivatives replaced
by their finite difference forms, yields
Q^ (/^,st4sj —pe Cn,$) 
_ _n ^^ ^^^Q7^ s) -^^ l^1- a^,s^
as	 Zs	 ^a^
^lz	 s	 s	 t44 s) - a 61 -d2 sC z -2 4,,Z
....-._._.^,_.......
	
(119).
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and subsequent solving for I e( 2 , s + A s) gives
^Z s
(n ts) s c t 'lL ern+ez s)-u f^ ae ) ..^ r;,	 sP ^ P< (it s) 	z  P	
^ a IL
(120)
s 5	 Z A^
U'e(V401's)-rJe(4- ,a^,a)
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In a like manner Equation (108) can be solved for
u(^,s + Qs), Equation (109) for Te(tps + d e), and
Equation (110) for TH ( ye + Q_ 8)•
Now let IS represent the point immediately behind the
..= 	 e	 e wall,shock. wave at time s, and let I - 1 repres nt th 
Then with this set of.equations and a known solution as a
function of	 at some time s, a solution at time e + d s
can be found via the following sohe%e t
R
y
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Use the finite difference form of the shock mass
flux balance to find the new shock location It.,
For points I = 2 to I = IS - 1
Use the electron, atom, and molecule specie s
continuity equations in finite difference form to
obtain j e( OL ,s + as) P a (#J q s + As), and
N I t s + AS)*
Find ^ I from PI mIP e /me •
Find / (/,s +6 s) from P i
Express he and Pe in terms of Teo
Use the electron• energy equation in finite differ-
ence form to calculate Te, and hence also pe . and
he.
Use the overall energy equation in finite differ-
ence form to calculate TH (k , s + Q s),
Compute p( /L,s + As ), hi (jL,s + As), and
h(^ s + 4s).
Use the momentum_ equation to obtain u (L , s + 4s).
For the points between I = IS - 1 and the
shock wave
Obtain the values of all the properties immed-
iately behind the shook wawa using the normal
shock calculation procedure.
Use interpolation to compute the value of the
Individual flow variables for the points between
r
1	
_ ,	 80
C
I
I IS - 1 and the shock wave.
The values for I = 1 are obtained by applying
theappropriate  inner boundar conditions.Y
12. By inversion of Equation (106) and numerical inte-
gration obtain the physical shock wave location
xs(s+Qs).
13. obtain WR (s + d s) from x s (s + a s) - xs ((s) )l d Be
{
II
	
This procedure can then be repeated for each
I
new time until the desired final time is
reached.
D. Starting Solution
Obviously in order to use the above described finite
difference technique, some type of starting solution at
;y
	
	 some time s must be known. If it is desired to make only
inviscid calculations, then the starting solution can be
composed of a constant property flow field with values
equivalent to those immediately behind the shock wave.
While such a flow field is not exactly correct, it should
-,	 serve as a good- approximation if the initial time is
ed short enough. In anselected hor	 g	 Y case it is felt that the
solution should approach the actual case after a few finite
difference time increments.
In the case where it is desired to include an end-
wall thermal boundarylayer, then the above approach can
still serve as the starting solution for the invisod
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portion of the flow. The boundary layer itself must,
-
however, be treated separately. The transformation into
the Q - s coordinate system facilitates this because it
casts the equations into a pseudo-similar form. If the
boundary layer is assumed frozen, radiative transfer
processes neglected, collision interaction effects ignored,
and a local-similarity concept applied for some small time
s, then the equations become ordinary differential equa-
tions. While these assumptions are only approximately
valid, it is felt that the resulting simplification and the
fact that the resultsewill only be used for starting
profiles warrants their use.
The resulting set of non-linear ordinary differential
equations could be solved by any of several numerical
methods. One possible approach is to use finite differ-
ences. In this case evaluation of the derivatives of the
unknown variables via central differences causes each e qua-
tion to take on a tri-diagonal nature. For example, the
electron species continuity equation has the algebraic form
X121)j
	 J
where the coefficients A li and B i
 are functions of the flow
field properties at point i. If the A's and B's are evalu-
ated using some previous solution, then the resulting A
,82
matrix can be inverted and a new approximation to the
I , electron density solution obtained. A similar procedure
can be applied to the remaining equations to obtain new
approximations for the rest of the flow field variables.
These improved solutions can in turn be used to evaluate
:3	 new A and B coefficients, and the process repeated until
convergence is obtained.
The asymptotic form of the governing equations in the
outer regions of the boundary layer should provide good
Initial guesses for the tri-diagonal iteration scheme.
For example, the outer form of the starting solution
equationenergy is
Lr + ^3 d r
CZ d ,L:
where C2 and C3 are constants evaluated at the edge of the
M.	 boundary layer. This simplified equation has an exact
solution of
T Two)  . ` Cred e 	 Z--' e n. ^, + Twa	 (123)
where
k
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 liz_',  cj 	 (124)
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any the Integral is directly proportional to the error
function. By calculating appropriate values for C 2 and C3
an estimate for the corresponding boundary layer thickness
can be obtained. Inspection of the other equations reveals
that the remaining variables all have asymptotic solutions
of the same fora. Since the end wall problem is probably
dominated by thermal conduction, it is felt that all of the
zero order solutions should be normalized to the boundary
layer thickness predicted by Equations (123) and (124).
E. Determination of Condition for Initial. Calculations
In . selecting a test condition which is compatible with
the aims of this investigation several items must be con-
sidered. First,, the equilibrium temperature behind the
shock wave should be sufficiently high that radiative
processes and radiation heat transfer are significant.
Second the characteristic chemical relaxation times should
be long enough so that nonequilibrium chemistry effects
can be observed, and finally the pressure and enthalpy in
the shocked flow should correspond to a flight conditionP	
which 1s of intere st. In addition it would be desirable,
.s
although not essential, to select a condition which could
a71
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be experimentally investigated in the OSU shock tube faci-
lity and at which chemical and thermal nonequilibrium
effects might exist in combination with radiative cooling.
One method of determining the relative effects which
exist at a given condition is to calculate and compare
characteristic times for radiation cooling, chemical
recombination, and thermal equilibration, A characteristic
radiation time can be obtained by considering the heavy
body energy equation for the case where the state of the
gas is assumed to vary only with time. By assuming that
the gas is transparent to radiation, the fastest possible
cooling rate will be represented; and the resultant calcu-
lated time will be a lower limit. If the variables appe&r-
ing in the derivatives are normalized the equation takes
the form,
1	 Ps	 A
,rrgd a ( t/?'rdl )
Then by assuming that the derivative is of order one the
equation can be solved for a characteristic timed The
expression for this time Is
`,Trod
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(125)
It should be noted that Trad is in actuality a measure of
the time required for complete cooling.
In a like manner a chemical time can be obtained by
considering the rate equation-for the deionization phase of
N tM ^-N t + e tM	 (126)
The result is
(1271'QS,kr r
w	 e time required for complete:. here 'r chew is related to th 	 	
deionization.
The determination of a thermal equilibration time is
a little more complicated because both chemical and colli-
a	 e timeignal effects affect thr quired for the electron
	
and heavy body temperatures to equalize. However, if
chemical and diffusion effects are ignored and a limiting
^ .	 form of the collision Interaction terms considered, then
i
a
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the electron energy equation yields a charaoterietio oolli-
sign equilibration time. The result In
Tr Me3	 —7/	 aAt-e a
	
6	 Lme	 (128)
doll i si.n /A S4„ + —r 5%. . f. ^4 55est
	
m4	 tel:	 ;n1
Here Si r represents the collision cross section for parti-
cles i and J.
Equations (125),	 (127) and (128) have been evaluated
for equilibrium conditions behind reflected shock waves
resulting from incident shocks of 8 km/sec and 11 km/sec
and a range of pressures. 	 The resulting characteristicg	 P	 8
times are plotted on Figure 5•	 These curves reveal that
the collision equilibration times are always extremely
short; and, thus, that unless chemical nonequilibrium or
large external effects exist, extensive thermal noneauilib-
rium will not exist.	 On the other hand	 the	 also shows	 Y
that the characteristic chemical recombination times at a
pressure of ten microns of mercury are quite Long, indi-
eating that extensive chemical nonequilibrium can occur.
In fact the chemical ti sanes are sufficiently longer than the
radiation ones to indicate that possibly some chemical
^.X nonequilibrum can be induced by radiation cooling.
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An initial pressure of ten microns represents about
theowest practical shock tube o gratin ressure and an1	 	 po ing p	 ^
incident velocity of 11 km/sea should yield significant
radiation effects in the reflected shock region. Further-
mores these condit ions are comparable to those at the
stagnation point of a vehicle travelling 16. km/sec at an
	
^	 p	 ^	 5
al titude	 o	 6 kilometers. Therefore a reflected
	
	
f about 7 i
shock flow field which corresponds to an incident shock
travelling at 11 km/sec into quiescent nitrogen at 10 -3 cm
of mercury has been selected as the initial caloulation
condition for this Investigation*
y,
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A.	 Introduction
Ideally it would be desirable to obtain calculations.	 Y
for the flow field behind a reflected shock wave which
Include the nonequilibrium region behind the shock front,
the near equilibrium inviscid region between the relaxation
zone and the boundary layer, and the end-wall thermalw'
boundary layer,
	
However, attempts to obtain starting
profiles for the boundary layer region at the condition of
11 km/sec and initial pressure of 10 -3 cm of mercury using
the above described tri-diagonal technique have met with
only partial success.	 Not only is the rate of convergence
of this technique extremely slows but a minimum of twenty
points inside the boundary layer is required for the finite
differences to be accurate.	 Since the number of calcula-
tions required by the main flow field program increases
%	 f	 t	 d	 i	 1	 faster than the number o poi" s square , any nc usi,on o
boundary layer represented by this number of points
would result in excessive computer times. As a result all
of the calculations discussed in this chapter have been
carried out neglecting the end-wall boundary layer.
4Lr
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An inviscid calculation has been carried out for the
flow field behind a reflected shook wave resulting from an
incident shock ware propagating at 11 km/sec Into qules-
	
A	 cent nitrogen at 10 -3 cm of mercury. The numerical solu-
i
t on was started at a time corresponding to 0.1 Asee after
shock reflection with a constant property flow field equi-
valent to that behind the reflected shock front. Ever y at
this short time, the ratio of translational shook thick-
ness, based upon three to four mean free path lengths, to
flow field length was 3 x 10 -2 . The immediate post-shock
	
^ 	 conditions were determined assuming that the atoms and
f*=
	
	
molecules were in local equilibrium but that the electron
and ion mass fractions were frozen at their values Ifi`the
	
j	 incident shock zone. The incident region was considered
TM
to be in complete equilibrium and precursor effects were
Ignored. The starting time was chosen as being the
shortest possible time compatible with a reasonable step
size. Due to numerical stability requirements 9 shorter
times would have required step sizes which would have
resulted in excessively long computational times,
For this calculation the following set of chemical
reaction rate constants has been used. The rates for the
nitrogen dissociation reactions, Equations (129a-c), are
those given by Marrone. 22
 The forward rate for the atom-
electron ionization prooess oorresponds to the one
1
7F
n
s
Reaction
	
Rate
	
K
N s+Nl. ^ 2N+Nt 	 to kb_ I S'$ to r
	 (1298)
f Nj f N ^ 2 N +N kb = 7 S's !D=s T "!, (129b)
NI +M ^ aNIM kb- (1^9o)
N#-N * t ZN tte	 k ti z, 3 y x1o` Ty e _40006 AV (129d)
All
R	 '
N+e r— ^^ ttt	 ,^	 ^o.e
C -l:oe.e/TQ 	 (129e
f*i-+ N	 = Z. 3y X I 0 j+ 
^ L^ e-l=000^6	 (129f^+N^-+-N	 kf	 r
experimentally obtained by AVC0. 24 Unfortunately, very
little information exists as to the rates appropriate for
reactions (129d) and (129f),. Therefore, expressions
corresponding to ten p6roent of the collision theory value
have been selected. 11,wat should serve as an upper limit
because actual rates seldom exceed ten percent of the
collision theory value.2
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temperature profiles for the reflected shock region. While
the flow field was actually computed at each 5.7 x 10-4
Ott-sec interval, the quarter microsecond intervals presented
give a good indication of the thermal phenomena present.
Initially the heavy particle temperature is at 75,OOOoK
while that of the electrons is at 9300 0K. However, colli-
sions between the electrons and the heavy particles cause
the electron temperature to increase rapidly, and by 0.25
µsec the electron temperature over a large part of the
flow field has stabilized at about 1995000K. This stabil-
ization or pseudo-equilibrium of the electron temperature
Is caused by a balance between collision effects, which
tend to increase the electron temperature, and ionization
effects, which tend to decrease it. As a consequence of
this quite high electron temperature, the gas radiate s
y
	
	
strongly with the result that the heavy body temperature
has cooled to almost 30 9 000°K. In fact this decrease is
mostly due to radiation cooling since at 0.25 Asec the
dominating term in the overall energy equation is the
radiation term. At this short time the ionization effects,
., while significant, are still small in comparison to the
radiation effects.
r
By 0.50 /Asec the temperature profiles begin to have
shapes which are characteristic of flows in thermal non-
equilibrium. The heavy.body temperature behind the shook
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front has decreased, due to shock wave attenuation, to
about 49 9,000oK; and at the wall the gas has cooled to
about 14 9 0000K. The electron temperature still increases
from its value behind the shock wave to about 19 9 5000K and
then gradually decreases towards the wall. As before this
Initial rise is due to collisions tending to equilibrate
the heavy body and electron temperatures. About midway
between the wall and the shook-front the heavy particles
have cooled sufficiently so that with respect to electron
energy ionization predominates over elastic collision
effects, The result is that the electron temperature
remains lower than the heavy particle temperature through-
out the entire flow field.
A similar analysis and explanation applies to the
prof'--,%,-,s at 0.75 ^k sec and 1.00, Ott sec except that more of
the flow field is characterized by temperatures below
20,000oK with each increase in time. Nevertheless, even
at 1.00 ,(sec the major portion of the flow field is still
characterized by a large degree of thermal nonequilibrium.
This feature can be described best by defining a degree of
thermal nonequilibrium parameter XT as
=
1 7N—TCI X/00
T	 T
a
(130)
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Figure 7 shows this parameter plotted for a time after
reflection of 1.00 'AA sec. As would be expected the degree
of thermal nonequilibrium is greatest immediately behind
the shock front and then decreases to its lowest value at
the wall. The inflection which occurs at about 0.9 mm
from the wall is due to the electron temperature being
near its maximum value while the heavy particle temperature
Isil rapidly decreasing. Now if it is assumed that signif-
scant nonequilibrium exists when XT is greater than ten
percent, then clearly at 1.00 /Asec over two-thirds of the
flow field. is still characterized by extensive thermal
nonequilibrium.
As discussed in Chapter I, in a previous analysi d of
the reflected shock region it was assumed that the flow
could be approximated as being in chemical and thermal
equilibrium at a time of 1.00 /U sec. While the latter
assumption might be valid when the initial pressure is
greater than or equal to 0.10 cm of mercury, it obviously
is not applicable to the conditions represented by the
present calculation.
Some idea of the chemical phenomena occurring in the
flow can bn obtained by examining the species density	 J
profiles a1	 s a function of time FigureP	 igur 8 shows electron
density curves, again at quarter-microsecond intervals.
Each profile exhibits the same features in that there
I I7n
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exists a region behind the shock front of relatively con-
stant density followed by an increase to the wall value,
It is believed that this complex variation in the electron
density is due to an interaction between the increase
caused by chemical production and the effects due to the
velocity induced in the flow.
Since nonequilibrum exists, the flow velocity between
the shock wave and the wall is not necessarily zero. In
fact, Figure 9 shows that behind the shock front there is
a velocity towards the wall of about 2.5 km/sec, which
subsequently increases and then decreases as the wall is
approached. This velocity variation creates a build-up of
particles and partially accounts for the initial rise in
the electron density.
It should be noted that for the conditions of this
calculation the mixture velocity given in Figure 9 is
equal to the species velocity. The coincidence of these
two velocities results from two effects. First the temper-
ature is sufficiently high and the density sufficiently
low that from a computational standpoint no nitrogen
molecules exist. - Second, no diffusion of the species
occurs. Thus, the mixture velocity is the actual species
velocity of the atoms, ions, and electrons.
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magnitude of the velocity increases from its value behind
the shock before beginning its decrease to the wall value.
This initial acceleration results because in the immediate
post-shock region cooling occurs sufficiently rapidly and
without a corresponding density increase so that there is
an initialP ressure decrease. As oan be seen from the
momentum equation the velocity is very sensitive to any
pressure gradient, and such a.pressure decrease creates an
acceleration towards the wall.
The density distributions of atomic nitrogen are shown
in Figure 10 Except for the 0.2	 se c curve theg	 P	 5^	 Y are all
>.'	 very similar. Each profile has a minimum value in the
region behind the shock front followed by an increase
toward the wall. Its contrast to the electron density
profiles, however, the increase is more abrupt and is
followed b a relatively constant value. Also theY	 Y	 ^
decrease due to the velocity n the region immediatel yY	 i	
behind the shock front is more evident than in the electron
density case.
Further understanding of the chemical nonequilibrium
	 j
phenomena can be obtained by comparison of the chemical
production rates of electrons. Figure 11 presents such a
LIM	
comparison for a time of 0.20 1A sec. The three curves
shown indicate the rate at which electrons are being pro
tY	 duced due to each of the three ionization _reaotions
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considered -- i.e. atom-ion collisions # atom-atom colli
^ sionsg and atom-electron collisions# The dominating reac-
•
^',	 tion near the shock iron is unquestionably that resulting
f
from atom-atom collisions. However, in the region near the
S
c4er
wall where the concentration of electrons is higher, the
electron-atom reaction production rate increases signifi-
cantly, indicating that it is very sensitive to the number
of electrons present.	 This domination of the atom-atom
""A
J_
reaction in the region immediately behind the shock and of
the electron-atom reaction becoming more significant in the
cooler downstream regions has been predicted and observed
z
In argon. 8917	The present results indicate that similar
behavior can be expected for Ionizing nitrogen, 	 Moreove
	 	 i	 r,
the explanation is relatively simple.	 The electron-atom
Ionization rate is extremely rapid if sufficient number of
electrons exist.	 However, In the immediate post-shock
region very few electrons exist with the result that
Initial production is due to atom-atom collisions.	 As
soon as sufficient electrons have been produced the
electron-atom rate becomes effective and soon starts to
dominate the entire chemi stry.	 Thi s is shown more clearly
In Figure 12,E
Figure 12 presents the same basic information as
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shock front, and the electron-atom reaction predominates
near the walla Between the shock and the wall, however,
the production rates oscillate. From Equations (63) and
(64) 'the atom-atom and atom-ion electron production rates
are dependent not only upon the concentrations of the
colliding partners but also upon the electron and heavy
particle temperatures. Since in the region immediately
behind the shock the concentrations are relatively constant
and the heavy body temperature is decreasing rapidly, a
decrease In the atom-atom and atom-ion production rates
would be expected. Between 0.08 and 0.10 cm (see Figures
9 and 10), however, a large increase in the concentrations
occurs with the result that the atom-atom and atom-ion
production rates sharply increase. They subsequently
decrease again with the continued cooling of both the
electron and heavy body temperatures and the overall
approach of the flow towards chemical equilibrium*
Now Equation (64) shows that the only temperature
affecting the production of electrons due to atom-electron
collisions is the electron temperature. Thus in the immed-
iate post-shock region the initial increase in the electron
temperature causes the indicated rise in the electron-atom
rate. The sharp increase near 0.10 am is due to the rapid
changes in the electron and atom concentrations. After the
peak the rate tends to decrease, but at a pace slower than
I
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the other two. This difference is probably due to the fact
that the electron density is still increasing in this
region while the electron temperature is decreasing slowly.
Another interesting feature becomes apparent from
examining both Figures 11 and 12, and that is that nowhere
is the atom-ion electron production rate ever significant.
Thus future calculations might be simplified by ignoring
the atom-ion chemical reaction completely.
One of the secondary purposes of this investigation
.was to determine whether or not a constant property equi-
. 11brium starting solution applied at a time of one micro-
second would in general be valid. The equilibrium approx-
imation assumes that the reflected shock wave always
propagates at its equilibrium speed; and thus, for the
present conditi.W.LL this wtsSumption wvuid place the shock
at 0.12 cm from the wall at 1.00 A sec after reflection.
Examination of Figure 12 indicates that even in this
limited region considerable nonequilibrium exists. Hence,'
the results of the present calculation indicate that at
least for short times after reflection the equilibrium
approximation is not generally valid.
However, for times on the order of ten microseconds
the situation may be different, By that time the nonequi-
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reflected shook speed is initially higher than the equilib-
rium speed, its final steady state value is lower. 6 Thus,
it might be possible that the length of the radiating
region would be approximately the same for both the equi-
librium and nonequilibrium calculations and that radiative
transfer and flow field results would be equivalent. Thus,
while the equilibrium approach is questionable at short
times, it maybe a valid approach for obtaining information
at long times.
4'
C. End-Wall Properties
A. K. Hanson32 at Stanford University has made calcu-
lations concerning the variation in end -wall properties
after the reflection of a shock wave. While he was
primarily interested in developing theoretical techniques
combined with experimental methods for determining various
chemical reaction rates, his results indicate that end-
wall properties can give at "least qualitative information
concerning the relaxation processes. Later he and Presley6
carrie4 out extensive calculations of the flow field and
end-wall properties behind a reflected shock wave resulting
from a 3 km/sec incident shock.
The present calculation has also yielded the variation
A.P ^"A —tr^1 1 	 ww ^ A ev	 A%% AP &Use w^ e i%l *e e%Me
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value of a given property exterior to the end-wall boundary
layer. Figure 13 shows both the values of electron and
heavy particle temperatures at the wall as a function of
tl
time. As would be expected the heavy body temperature
initially decreases very rapidly and is accompanied by a
..	 rise in the electron temperature. At about 0.25 sec,
I,
.,
	
	
however, the electron temperature peaks and begins to
decrease. This turnaround is Indicative of the increasing
Importance with time of electron-atom reactions, which
tend to decrease the electron temperature. Between 0.35
and Oe45  sec the electron temperature slightly over-
shoots the heavy P
	 Particle temperature, After this time
the two temperatures are essentially the same with the
electron temperature being slightly lower. Also both wall
temperatures appear to be decreasing, although at a slow
rate, towards soma r1nal equilibrium temperature. This
temperature will e 'j„owes than the ideal value of 14 000°K. ^
	
P	 x.	 ,
due to the loss of energy by radiation.
In Figure 14, the change of the ion mass fraction at
the wall 1s plotted. This curve is characterized by a
rapid increase until about 0.40 sec. After that there
exists a short duration plateau in ( P I11 )W followed by a
-gentle increase. This latter effect is the characteristic
.r
asymptotic approach to the equilibrium value.
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The variation in end-wall pressure is presented in
Figure 15 9 and In many ways it is the most interesti ng.
From its initially relatively high value corresponding to
frozen flow conditions, the end- wall pressure decreases
to a minimum value at about 0.35 /Asec and then increase s.
At about 0.70 /11 see it attains a value which remains rela-
tively constant for the rest of the calculation and which
is almost identical to the ideal equilibrium value of
36 x 105 dynes/cm2 9 This decrease followed by an
increase to fairly steady value at first appears quite
.startling. However, some type of decrease is required
because the initial post-shock pressure is higher than the
corre sponding equilibrium pressure.- Furthermore this type
of initial decrease has even been predicted for flows in
which the initial pressure was lower than the equilibrium
pressure. 6 This phenomena probably results from the fact
that the initial rapid cooling is not immediately accom-
panied by ar corre sponding increase in density.
The end-wall density is presented in Figure 16. In
this -case, the curve exhibits a steady increase in value
^ 	 until about 0.70 )A sec. After this time the -value of the
wall density remains relatively constant
Examination of Figures 13-16 reveals that there
`	 appears to exist two characteristic times for the relaxa-
tion process. The wall temperature and ion mass fraction
aftaffi
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I-A	 curves indicate that the time required to reach a pseudo-
steady state Is about 0.45 /1 sec. On the other hand, the
wall pre ssure and density solutions show a longer charact.
eristic time that is on the order of OM 1# seat Presley
and Hanson6 also observed two characteristic times in
their calculations for dissociating oxygen. They reasoned
that since temperature and mass fraction are sensitive to
chemical state, the characteristic time associated with
them should be related to the chemical relaxation behind
the reflected shock wave. They further asserted that
since pressure and density are indicative of fluid d ynamic
phenomena, their characteristic time should be controlled
by the chemical relaxation behind the incident shock wave.
Since their analysis included nonequilibrium behind both
shock waves, this seemed like a plausible explanation.
In the present set of calculations, however, the
region behind the incident shock wave is assumed to be in
complete equilibrium. Therefore, the existence of the
second characteristic time cannot be attributed to incident
shock relaxation. Instead it is felt that the two times in
the present study are indicative of thermal relaxation and
chemical relaxation respectively. The fact that the first
time, 0.45 /^ sec, Is characteri stic of thermal relaxation
period of time chemical nonequilibrium effect s do become
important, and thus the increase in pressure after 0.30
^lse c is probably due to chemical effects.	 This interpre-
tation is further substantiated by Figure 16 which shows
that t e	 de	 increases sharpl y ate	 0	 0	 se
 ah	 w11 nsity 	 _h	 	 ^'	 r	 .3	 ^	 c.
Such a density increase is usually representative of a
chemical relaxation zone.	 Hence, it is concluded that for
the present results the characteristic time required for
end-wall pressure and density to reach steady values is
forindicative of the time required	 chemical relaxation in
f	 ..' the reflected shock region.
Furthermore, the trends evident in this calculation
combined with those of Presley and Hanson6 suggest that if
thermal and chemical nonequilibrium behind a reflected
shock wave were considered in conjunction with chemical
nonequilibrium behind the incident wave, then end-wall
properties could exhibit three characteristic times. One
R
s
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the same.
Now in nonequilibrium steal
normal shock waves the pressure
chemical relaxation. In Figure
h
decreases due to the cooling of
"	 radiation and elastic collision
iy state solutions of
usually increases due to
15 the pressure initially
the heavy particles by
interaction. After a short
k
shock, and the third would be associated with chemical-71
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nonequilibrium effects behind the incident wave. Of
f	 course, until actual calculations are carried out the
t
existence of three such times is only speculation, but it
does represent an interesting area for further investiga-
tion,
D. Shock TraJectory
According to ideal constant property theory a reflec-
ted shock wave moves away from the end-wall at constant
velocity. If, assuming complete equilibrium behind the
Incident shock wave, one considers the flow behind the
reflected wave to be chemically frozen, then for the
conditions of the present investigation a constant
reflected shock speed of 4.163 km/sec results. On the
other hand, if complete chemical and thermal equilibrium
is assumed to exist in the reflected region, the Rankine-
Hugoniot solution yields a reflected shook velocity of
only 1.204 km/sec.
Since the present calculation assumes the flow to be
Initially chemically frozen, the nonequilibrium trajectory
should at first correspond to the frozen case. Figure 179
which has plotted on it the frozen, equilibrium and non-
equilibrium trajectories, shows this to be true. At about
0.20 Asec after reflection the effects of radiative cool
ing,, collisional interaction, and ionization become
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sufficientl y strong so as to cause the density in the
reflected shock region to increase. As a result, the
shock velocity decreases and the trajectory deviates from
the ideal frozen solution. By 0.70 A sec, however, the
shock velocity has essentially attained a steady value;
and the position trajectory has approached a line parallel
to the equilibrium solution. Eventually the effects of
radiation cooling should cause the shock velocity to
decrease even further, 5 but this effect is not exhibited
in the present short time solution.
The most important point concerning the shock trajec-
tory is obtained by comparing the actual shock position
at one microsecond with that predicted by equilibrium
theory. Since the slopes at that time are almost the
same, the results indicate that an equilibrium solution
could be started at that time using-the equilibrium shock
velocity. Never th.,,aless, the actual shock position should
be located some forty-five percent further from the end-
wall than predicted by equilibrium theory. Admittedly
at times on the order of ten microseconds the difference
in shock position resulting from the two calculations
would be less than ten percent, but at small times the
difference would be much greater. Thus, as in the discus-
sion of the flow field properties, the shock trajectory
I
results indicate that for the oonditions of the present
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calculations accurate short time results can be obtained
only by explicitly considering nonequilibrium effects.
- J,
E. radiative-Gasdynamic Coupling
In order to determine whether or not radiative-gas-
I
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dynamic coupling effects exist at short times after
reflection a calculation has been made including chemical
and thermal nonequilibrium but without radiative cooling.
Figure 18 compares the temperature profiles for this case
with those for the radiation cooled case. Both sets of
curves are for a time of 0.75 /u sec after reflection. One
obvious difference between the two sets of results exists
In the region near the wall. In the radiation cooled case,
both the electron and heavy particle temperatures are
characterized by temperatures below 20 0 000oK; but the
calculatione b is eav bod temperaturesnon-cooled 	 xhi  heavy	 y p
Y
greater than 25,000 OK and electron temperatures around
22,000oK. Since the only difference in the two computa-
tions is the inclusion of radiative cooling, it can be
s
deduced that radiative transfer has a very pronounced
cooling effect.
Figure 18 also indicates that radiative cooling
accelerates the relaxation processes. It was pointed out
In the discussion of Figure 13 that at the wall thermal
equilibration essentially exists for times longer than.	 Y	 6
0.45 sec. However, in the radiation uncoupled case the
r
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heavy particle and electron temperatures at the wall are
still over 40000K apart at 0.75 ,,AA sec. Thus, it would
a ear that radiative cooling decreases the thermal relax-
ation time by be';;ter than a factor o:: two.
Ij Furthermore, the radiation cooled results indicate
that the final equilibrium temperature is around 1490000K
and that near the wall such a temperature is achieved
a
approximately 0.70 k sec; after reflection. 	 The uncoupled
results show a temperature 10 9 0000K higher at 0.75/ 1- sec,
again indicating that chemical and thermal relaxation are
accelerated by radiative cooling. 	 This acceleration
partially occurs because the radiative loss term on lyp	 Y	 Y
appears,n the overall energy equation. 	 Thus, its Inclu-
sion serves to accelerate Further the cooling of the heavy
particles
Additional evidence that radiative transfer affects
the flow field can be obtained from Figure 18 by comparing
the shock front position and immediate post-shock temper-
ature resulting from each calculation. The fact that the
shock front is almost twice as far from the end-wall in the
,.	 uncooled case indicates that radiative cooling has a-strong
.;
	
	
effect on the shock wave trajectory. Likewise, the exist-
enee of a considerably higher post-shock temperature in the
uncoupled case Indicates a higher reflected shook velocity,
and thus, less shook wave attenuation.
OF
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The existence of extensive radiative gasdynamc coupl-
ing at shoat times after reflection is dramatically demon-
strated in Figure 19, which compares the variation in end-
wall pressure for the two cases. In the uncoupled case
the wall pressure decreases slowly and steadily from Its
^...	 frozen value without the pronounced dip wident in the
complete calculation. Obviously this rather marked
1
	 decrease in pressure of almost a factor of two must be due
entirely to the effects of radiation cooling. Since some
investigators 32 have proposed using end-wall pressure
measurements to determine chemical reaction rates, these
comparisons are very important because they indicate that
the prediction and interpretation of wall pressure results
must include the effeots of radiative transfer.
Now there does exist the possibility that if end-wall
thermal conduction were included that the end-wall pres-
sure behavior would be different. mhe initial effect of
thermal conduction is to cause the shock wave to reflect
at only one-half its ideal velocity, but as the shock
moves away from the wall therm.1 conduction effects
become less important and the shock velocity increases
until the attenuativo effects of radiation and chemistry
become important.33
In order to ascertain whether or not this initial
behavior could affect the results, a calculation has been
I
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made with the initial reflected shock velocity one-half the	 s
ideal frozen value. For the 0910 A sec starting time which
was used, this velocity is conservative since the shock
wave actually accelerates in that time. Thus, the results
. should show the maximum possible effect, The resulting
end-wall pressure variation is shown on Figure 19, and it
is almost identical to the radiative cooled case. Thus,
In comparison to radiation cooling, shock velocity varia-
tions resulting from thermal; conduction have only a small
effect on the end-wall pressure behavior.
Finally, Figure 20 shows cooled and uncooled velocity
profiles at 0.75 14 sec. In the no radiative cooling case
there is no evidence whatsoever of the velocity accelera-
tion towards the wall that is so prevalent in the complete
calculations. This velocity pat tern, which result s
directly from the pressure variation, is an indirect
manifestation of the radiative cooling effects that must
be included in order to obtain valid results.
Thus, these results demonstrate that f or the condi-
tions of the present investigation radiative-gasdynamle
coupling exists and is important in the reflected shock
flow field for short times after reflection. They also
show that if radiative cooling is ignored, completely
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F. End-Wall Radiative Heat Transfer
One of the mayor purposes of this investigation has
been to examine the effects of chemical and thermal non-
t
equilibrium upon the end s-wall radiative heat transfer. The
results corresponding to the ll km/see incident shock
velocity and 10-3
 em of mercury initial pressure condition	
1.
are shown on Figure 21. In this figure the heat transfer
rate due to radiation from the-visible continuum (1570 -
7870R) and from infrared lines (7870 - 95520 has been
plotted separately because as of this date these wavelength
regions are the main ones -for which heat transfer data have
been obtained in shock tubes.
Since the radiative transfer prbeesses are related to
the electron temperature, the e yed-wall radiative heat
transfer should to some degree reflect any large variations
in the electron temperature; and Figure 21 shows this to be
the case. Initially, when the electron temperature is only
slightly higher than its pre-shock value, the radiative
heat transfer is negligible. However, the heat transfer
from all wavelength regions increases very rapidly and
actually achieves a temporary maximum value at about a
quarter microsecond. As can be seen by comparison with
Figures 6 and 13, this rapid rise in the radiative heat
transfer rate corresponds almost exactly to the increase in,
electron temperature due to collision effects. From this
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correspondence it can be concluded that during the initial
period after reflection the end-wall radiative heat
transfer varies in the same manner as the electron temper-
ature.
After a quarter of a microsecond the total,, heat
transfer, which is dominated by radiation from the almost
opaque vacuum ultra-violet region, steadily decreases (at
least during the period covered by the present calcula-
tion); but that portion from the visible and infrared part
of the spectrum first decreases and then begins to slowly
increase. This phenomena is due to the existence of two
competing effects. 	 First, during this time period the
electron temperature is steadily deoreasing, thus redue-
ing the amount of energy being radiated by a given element
of gas.	 Second, the slug of radiating gas is steadily
increasing in size since the shock is moving away from the
ry end-wall.
	
Since the visible continuum is essentially a
transparent region (see Figure 3) 9 almost all radiative
energy emitted in the visible in the direction of the wall
will reach the wall.
	
Consequently, it is possible, even
with a decreasing electron temperature, for the radiative
heat transfer from this region to increase with time simply
because of the increased numbs 	 o	 radiating r	 f	  
	 E3
} Thus, for the conditions of the present investigation
It appears that during the first microsecond after
I129
i reflection the total end-wall radiative heat transfer is
closely coupled to the electron temperature.	 On the other
hand, that portion originating in the visible continuum and
from infrared lines appears to be influenced by both the
i
electron temperature and the amount of gas which is radi-_
ating.
In order to ascertain whether or not two-temperature
effects are important, a calculation of the end-wall radi-
ative heat transfer for a time of 0.1 *see has been made
for the case where the electron temperature Is equal to the
heavy particle temperature.	 The result is an unrealis-
_	
tically large 1010 watts/cm 2 , six orders of magnitude
greater than the results from the complete calculation.
The radiative- cooling rate imposed upon the gas by this
condition is on the order of 300,000oK per nanosecond.
5 Since, for these conditions, a radiative heat transfer
. 5	 2	 4.5rate ,of 10	 watts/cm	 is high	 and since the gas is
Initially at about 58,000 0 K. these results indicate that
AI
thermal nonequilibrium must be explicitly accounted for in
V.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS
The following general conclusions can be drawn from
the present study of the effects of chemical and thermal
nonequilibrium on the flow field behind a reflected shock
wave in nitrogen.
(1) At short times after reflection a major portion of
the reflected shock flow field exhibits a high degree of
chemical and thermal nonequilibrium. These nonequilibrium
effects exert a strong influence on the nature and char-
acter of the flow field behind the reflected shock wave.
(F
If accurate results are desired, their effects cannot be
M^
neglected.
'
	
	 (2) Immediately behind a reflected shock wave the
important ionization process is atom-atom collisions.
k 3 However, as soon as the number of electrons becomes signif-
icant,.electron-atom collisions become the dominant ioniza-
tion mechanism. The atom-ion reaction is always relatively
unimportant.
(3) Initially in the reflected shock flow field the
effect of radiative cooling and the loss of energy by the
""YIN	 heavy particles due to collisions with the electrons are
130
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sufficient to cause the end-wall pressure to decrease
significantly. Only after thermal equilibration does the
end-wall pressure exhibit the pressure rise usually
associated with chemical relaxation.
I (4) Radiative-gasdynamic coupling is quite pronounced
at short times after reflection. In fact, completely
erroneous velocity
	
pressure profiles are obtained if
radiative transfer is omitted from the energy equation.
(5) Two-temperature effects must be explicitly
Included in order to obtain correct radiative-gasdynamio
coupling results and to predict accurate end -wall radiative
a	 heat transfer rates.
In addition to the above general conclusions, the
following remarks can-be made concerning the present
analysis.
(1) Behind the reflected shock wave, the initial cool-
ing
	
Y P	 primarilyof the heavy articles is rimari  due to radiative
cooling and elastic collision effects.
(2') The velocity of the particles is strongly depen-
dent upon the pressure. As a result, the initial decrease
in pressure immediately behind the reflected shock front
.	 includes a temporary decrease in the article velocity toP	 Y	 P	 Y
a value lower than its immediate post-shock value. This
velocity pattern has' a slight effect on the density
-A
i	 profiles.
E
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(3) Examination of the variation in end -wall pressure,
temperature, and density indicates that tfo characteristic
times are associated with the relaxation processes. The
first is indicative of thermal equilibrationg while the
second is related to chemical relaxation.
(4) During the first microsecond after reflection the
total end-wall radiative heat transfer is closely coupled
to the electron temperature..
Finally, the following ,suggestions are made for
Improvements and extensions to the present investigation.
(1) A better understanding of the phenomena behind a
reflected shock wave could.be obtained by extending the
present analysis to other pressures and velocities.
(2) The generality of the present analysis could be
improved by including in the reflected shock flow field the
effects of chemical nonequilibrium in the incident shock
region.
(3) It would be interesting to include in the 'present
calculations the end-wall boundary layer.
(4) Since the present investigation has demonstrated
that the inclusion of nonequilibrium effects in a computa-
tional scheme is tedious and lengthy, future investigations
might attempt to determine approximations and simplifica-
tions which will denreana the nomnutational effort while
^t
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APPENDIX I
DERIVATION OF THE SPECIES CONSERVATION EQUATIONS FOR
MOMENTUM AND ENERGY
In Chapter II the general equation of change was
presented as
,t	 / J
	 No-
 
a t
	 I
k
However the simmation terms can be expressed in vector
notation as
a
J
	
,..	 •
(I-2
o^ X
	
a r^.	 3
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Pwhere the order of vl and ¢ l given in Equation (I-2) will
4	 yield the correct result even if 0
 i Is a vector quantity.
.<J
For the conservation of momentum
Thus
at	 at
and
axe	 dr	 !	 /
^	 1/v
J ^
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However since the pressure tensor is
P^	 V' Y'	 U-7)^C
{ and
-V tJ	 U-8)
Equation (I-6) can be written.
6 Xj	 C, I Pil + I [fvv, I
"; vj j U-9)
a^
Likewise since Y1 , t, and r are independent variables
r
— 0	 U-10)
L
a 	 at
3 k a ( IT1% ^^'^ -- Q
	
U-11)
r
J
By expressing F as Xi/m1 the last term becomes
x
PF
^t
m;V=_
 No- X
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Thus the species momentum equation can be written
r
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(1-12)
tI^-13
The various dyadics in this equation Can be rewritten using
the relationship that
OL
All,
H
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Now in general, assuming that the elastic collisions
are binary in nature, the volumetric rate of change in
average value of some property O j
 
oan be expre ssed as
(I-16)
where Ni d6 	 represents the change due to encounters
between particles of type i and particles of type J,
According to Chapman and Cowling34 the individual terms
of Equation ( I-16) oan be-expressed for elastic collisions
as
M
4139
J
N^ a^^ =^11'f	 ^, ^f; f g b^dEd V.
.,^
^a
where prime denotes the quantity after collision. The
parameters b and & describe the geometry of the encounter,
while g is the magnitude of the relative velocity between
the two particles. The respective velocity distribution
functions are indicated by f l and f,. For the momentum
equation the elastic portion of the collision term is
ddetermined from Equation (I-17) using^ 	l = lai'Vi and
= miVi. The resulting expression will be designated
as Pli..
Collisions involving charged particles, however, are
characterized by small deflections and involve many
particles at once. Thus, for electrons and ions the
Boltzmann binary collision idea of Equation (I-17) is not
strictly applicable. If, on the other hand, this fact is
ignored and Equation (I-17) evaluated using an appropri-
ate collision cross section, the result is the same as
that obtained by using a more exact treatment such as the
Fokker-Planck equation. 35
 The reason is that the impor-
tant deflections are small, simultaneous, and random and
can be treated as if they were two-body sequential colli-
sions. While this approach does encounter difficulties
for like-particle interactions such as eleotron
t
tb
4
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self-equilibration, it should be adequate for the present
analysis, which considers relaxation between species but
assumes self -equilibration to be instantaneous. Now if
K	 the species continuity equation is multiplied by u
I
p^ 4 	 P; w^ 4- M. Car ' P'	 ^' "''' `^	 (I-18 )
A	 then Equation (1-15) be come s
Jr/
	
at	 ar P^
a
•	 -N Xi
_	 r
t W; l1, 	 PIJ + j ;
J
where the collision term has been represented b,.	 	 y two
parts - one part representing effects due to elastic
collisions and one part for inelastic collisions.
By defining
a
_...,
bt it dr	 (I-20
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Equation (I-19) becomes identical with Equation (4) in
Chapter II.^--^	 P
For the species energy equation the suitable property
M	 function is
ji vi
.	 2
W ,t
j	 where the first term in Equation (I-1) becomes
at	 at	 at
t	
(1-22)
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The second term Is
^	 I
[N
ar
^^) a r	^ ',i
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By using the relationships
^^ ? ^; V, lT (1-27)
this term becomes
N 0;	 Lp$j)d r
	
a,.	 a r	 ^r
I-28
co) +
dr	 dr
As in the case of the species momentum equation the third
and fourth terms are zero because vi, r, and t are inde-
`	 pendent variables. The last term on the left-hand side of
Equation (I-1) becomes
3
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In this manner the species energy equation becomes
Jat	 mat	 eat ^P +
A	
CI
C:	 ( 1-30)
—N, X, u. N; X u
ar	
2
where Ei
 is used to represent the change in energy due to
collisions. Now by using the fact that
,,_.a ^
	 i^r	 dr	 Il	 i(I-31)t'.	 ^d C PgJ1 9 .
and using the specie momentum equation to eliminate NX i o u,
the energy equation becomes
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For the energy equation, Equation (I-17) yields for elastic
collisions
N i ai	 'X11 Mo(VO':— ViNfo j3 W616dv; dV	 U-33)
This equation can be divided into two terms as follows
fff L	,£	 ,	 ,^	 i9 (I- 4)3
where the first term represents the rate of energy gain by 
species i due to elastic encounters between species i andP	 P	 j
because of thermal motion of the parti clesf, Inc second
part represents the rate at which work is done on species i
due to elastic interactions between species i and a because
of directed	 o	 a	 e	 thi s work thea	 moti n
 of the P rti cl s. In h
ttfirst term will hp Aennt^A sk a i a 4 sgnA tha sannnnd aR
F
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where the last term represents energy change due to elastic
E
collisions.
Then breaking up the pressure tensor as
and expressing internal energy is terms of enthalpy
01, 	 i.
 U-37)
Equation (1-32) becomes
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APPENDIX II
DISCUSSION OF STABILITY AND THE i -s COORDINATE SYSTEM
G
±i
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In any numerical solution to a system of differential
equations, consideration must be given to the restrictions
imposed upon step size, or in the case of two independent
variables, step size ratio, in order to insure numerical
stability. In general the determination of these restric-
tions is at best a tedious and complicated procedure.
However, Von Neumann and Rlchtmyer 36
 have shown that for
fluid dynamical equations second derivative terms usually
dominate the stability. For example, if an equation of the
form
aT = C a^'r
as	 a^
is written in finite difference form as
T-04 sfas) — Th,$) _ T fArt s) - 2T(1,$) +Tf j 44,, $ )
_ A
es	 (AOL)L (II-2)
1
then their analysis indicates that the numerical solution
l
i
3.46
will be stable if
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The word stable here means that any errors incurred at
some given time do not amplify with time.
6
In the set of equations used in the present investi-
gation expressions similar to the right-hand-side of Equa-
tion (1I-1) appear in the energy equations via the thermal
	
x`	 conduction terms. Since theresent calculation neglectsP	 g
the end-wall boundary layer these terms should be small,
'hus, in the electron energy equation the thermal conduc-
tion term was neglected in all calculations. Neglecting
this term Is .further justified by the fact that thei
	^-'	 electron temperature gradients are always comparitively
a
	
	
small. On the other hand the heavy particle temperature
gradients are quite high in some regions, and thermal
conduction may be important there. Also initial numerical
experiments with the equations indicated that thermal
C
u
conduction aided the stability of the overall energy equa
tion in the same manner that viscosity aids shock
,r
	
.	 problems.33 Consequently, the thermal conduction term
associated with atomic nitrogen was Ineluded in the calou
lations.
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By assuming that the conduction term dominates the
stability character, Equation (II-3) can be used to
estimate the step size ratio required. Application of
rt
this technique to the overall energy equation yielded that
rt
for a 4/L of one, the non-dimensional time increment,
AW
AS*, had to be less than one-fourth. Numerical experi-
ments revealed that this method predicted very accurately
the stability restrictions, but to be conservative a s* was
set equal to one-fifth in the actual computations. Phys-
ically, this value corresponds to a time increment of
5.7 x 10'10 seconds.
`x	 The reflected shock ,wave problem was formulated with
t
the end-wall boundary layer included, and it was for this
reason that the governing equations were recast into the
1 - s coordinate system. However, the representative
calculation discussed in Chapter VI-neglects the end -wall
boundary layer; and, thus, a discussion of the advantages
and disadvantages of using a density stretched coordinate rt
system in an inviscid flow is in order.
It has been the experience of this investigator that
external to the end-wall boundary layer the 	 - s system
offers one small advantage but in turn introduces one major
and several minor disadvantages. The advantage (previously
discussed in Chapter V, Section B) is that the mass balance
condition across the shock wave becomes algebraic In form
r
R1
+3
qH6
fl
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in the 	 s system and can subsequently be solved directly
to obtain the shock position. The major disadvantage 1s
that the transformation places more computational points in
regions of higher density# As a result at times of one
mi-crosecond and greater the finite difference grid points
have shifted so that there are many points in the rela-
tively steady region near the wall and very few in the
highly nonequilibrium region near the shock front. Conse-
quently, with increasing time the solution near the shock
front becomes increasingly more inaccurate, and the
problem is eventually doomed to become unstable. Exactly
when such instability will set in depends upon the magni-
tude of the spatial variable step size. If the problem
had been formulated in the x-t plane no such shifting
would occur, and this problem would not exist. For the
step size used in the present calculation ( 4q	 lo),
this instability occurred at about 1.23 µ.sec after
reflection.
Another disadvantage of the transformed system is
that the corresponding x coordinates can only be obtained
by integration, iae.
YX 
a
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Thus, the accuracy of the x coordinate is dependent upon
the accuracy of the flow field solutiono the accuracy of
the integration method, and the number of points consid-
ered. Obviously in an x-t system this situation does not
exist.
Another minor disadviantage of using an /L - s system
Is that it makes it difficult to formulate the equation
variables in conservative forces. Here the term conserva-
tive form is used to denote the practice of treating as
actual variables certain quantities such as / u, p + pu2,
etc. The philosophy behind this approach is that these
grouped variables change more slowly in the flow than the
usual quantities (p,P , u, etc.) and thus lend themselves
to more accurate numerical solution. In an x-t system
I
this approach could be used.
The present set of calculations required the follow-
ing execution times on the Ohio State University IBM 36o,
Model 759 computer.
F1oYt Time	 Computer Time
0.10	 0.68	 sec
	
58 minutes
0.68 1.00 sec
	
58 minutes
1.00 1.23 sec	 45 minutes
Total
	
2 hours 41 minutes
` t
	
	 While the present results were obtained in the 	 s
coordinate system, It Isfelt that the computational time
1 51
would be relatively unaffected by changing to an x-t
system.
In summary, it is the opinion of this investigator
4 based on the experience gained from these results that
inviscid reflected shock studies can be best carried out
in a physical x-t coordinate systemo
k
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RADIATIVE TRANSFER, CHEMICAL NONEQUILIBRIUM, AND
TWO-TEMPERATURE EFFECTS BEHIND A REFLECTED SHOCK
WAVE IN NITROGEN
By
Leland Arnold Carlson, Ph.D.
The Ohio . State University, 1969
"
4
"
"	 Professor Robert M. Nerem_, Adviser
The fundamental equations and boundary conditions
governing the flow between a reflected shock wave and a
shock-tube end-wall have been formulated including chemical
nonequilibrium, two-temperature, and radiative-gasdynamic
coupling effects. In obtaining these equations one dimen-
sionality has been assumed, and precursor effects on the
gas in front of the shock wave have been ignored. The
radiative properties of the gas have been represented by an
approximate non-gray absorption coefficient model. Further-
more, the gas in front of the reflected wave has been con-
sidered to be in complete equilibrium. In addition, the
a
	
	 exchange of momentum and energy due to elasti.o collisions
between particles has been included-, and the associated
A
collision integrals have been formulated and evaluated in
.g
	
closed form.
1r	
jiglill
PF
w
r nom,,,
The resulting equations have been transformed into a
rr^,	 boundary layer type of coordinate system, and. a solution
technique based upon a forward- in-time finite-difference
scheme has been postulated. A calculation neglecting the
end-wall boundary layer has been carried out for a
reflected shock wave resulting from an incident shock
s
travelling at 11 km/sec into quiescent nitrogen at a pres-
sure. of 10_ 3 cm of mercury.
The results show that in the region immediately
behind the shock wave the electron temperature is much
`	 lower than the heavy particle temperature, but that near
,.	 the wall the two temperatures are equal after 0.45 sec.
r	 ate refFurthermore, during the First microsecon d ft r re flection
zR,
	 radiative cooling is strong enough to cause the end- wall
pressure to decrease by a factor of almost two before
increasing to its equilibrium value. This cooling also
Induces a ' velocity acceleration towards the wall and
accelerates chemical and thermal relaxation. The atom-
electron reaction is shown to be the predominant lonl.zation
mechanism except near the shock front, where atom-atom
r	 ionization is important. Finally, comparison calculations
o	 demonstrate that two-temperature effects must be includedr	 P
to accurately predict end-wall radiative heat transfer
rates and radiative-gasdynamic coupling effects.
